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B udgeting
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n r t i n a

You need to budget. We provide the most flexible
and sophisticated system available.
With SRC So ftwa re's Ad v iso r Se ries'', it's ju st that

simple. Budget using any methodology and format
that you require. Report upon all of your
information in virtually any format imaginable.
Perform consolidations at any user - defined level
with full multi- dimensional ROLAP capabilities.
Everything you need in a budgeting, reporting and
consolidation system is at your fingertips.

In addition, the Advisor Series utilizes a live
interface with Microsoft Excel® or Lotus 1 -2 -3® for
the ultimate in ease of use and sophistication.
See how the Advisor Series can make your next

budgeting process the best it can be. To receive a
free demonstration package, give us a call today at:
1- 800 - 544 -3477.

The Advisor Series is fully user - definable to meet
your unique needs. Everything from the budget
layouts, to the specific methodologies, to the
consolidation structure is entirely under your control.
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Learn wh at over 6 50 cl ien ts wo rl dwide alread y k no w: there is a bett er ways
Call 1-800 - 544 -3477 to receive a free demonstration diskette.

SRC
S O F T W A R E

Visit our web page at http: / /www.sresoftware.com
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Hiring employees is never easy, even if you
use an effective recruiting firm. Now you can

make a tough task a bit easier by requesting
your complimentary copy of 10 Rules for Hiring
Great Employees. Developed by the staffing
specialists at accountants on call and
ACCOUNTANTS EXECUTIVE SEARCH, this 16-p a g e

re c L ,.s
0 L
i t r -0
e& IL
e

v

guide gives you practical "insider" recruitment
techniques on how to identify and hire the
right candidates. With this booklet, you'll get
the latest tips on how to:
• Maintain an available base
of qualified candidates
• Prepare yourself and your staff to conduct
highly- effective interviews
• Sell great candidates on your organization
• Get beyond the "halo effect"
• Ask the tough questions and pursue
vague answers
• Recognize key warning signs and much more

a

Take control of
the Fairing process�—
call for your
10 Rules today

.

1(800) 327-1117w 2 8 2
Visit our Website at http://www.aocnet.com
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38MEDUSA-ANEARTH-SHAKING
CLIENT/SERVERSOLUTION
BY J.L. BOOCKHOLDT, CMA,
AND STEVEN E. MILLS
Lack of communication between field and home
office locations can lead to duplication of effort,
delays, and lost information. As the number of
locations increases, so does the problem. BECI
Allwaste, an earth - moving company, pulled it all
back together with its own network solution.
Cemf ua'to of Merit

44COMPUTINGEMPLOYEESTOCK
OPTIONVALUESWITHASPREADSHEET
Is Pudoli passe?

22

22ANEWACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
A ISEMERGING
BY KENTON B. WALKER
AND ERIC L. DENNA
Double -entry bookkeeping is more than 500
years old and some accountants believe it is
obsolete. The shape of a new accountingtinformation system, driven by events and not standards, conformity, and control, is now appearing on the horizon.
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Cover:Financialreportingis
enteringanewerathanks to
new,powerfultechnological
hardwareand software.
Seep. 22.
(overbyBobGrant,NYC.

BY C RICHARD ALDRIDGE, CPA, AND
JANET L.COLBERT,, CPA
Businesses need a more flexible model of
financial reporting because the current one is
inadequate to respond to increased competition and rapid changes in technology. In 1994,
the AICP9s Jenkins Committee urged that
this model be extended to include nonfinancial
as well as financial information and to provide
forward - looking information as well as historical information. The case for a new financial
reporting model is made here.

BY DEAN CRAWFORD, CPA;
DIANA R. FRANZ, CPA; AND
G.ROBERT SMITH, JR., CPA
As required by the Financial Accounting Standards Board's SFAS 123, "Accounting for Stock Based Compensation," employers must recognize the value of stock options in their financial
statements. Stock option values can be calculated by using nothing more than a simple spreadsheet program as shown here.

SOQUALITY,PROFITS,ANDTHE
ENVIRONMENT:DIVERSEGOALS
ORCOMMONOBJECTIVES?
BY HAROLD P. ROTH, CMA,
AND CARL E. KELLER, JR.
By striving for quality production, a company
can increase its environmental responsibility.
Companies that believe in sustainable development (dark - green) are contrasted with those
that merely comply with laws and regulations
(light - green).
Cent fcate of Merit

Cent fuate of Merit

Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the
IMAto libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 30o per page, is paid directly to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.
ISSN 0025 - 1690/95, $3.00 + 302.
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DECIS IONS A RE TOUGHE R.
TI M E I S CRI TI CA L .

Olkvmre

RESOURCES ARE LEANER.
AND THE B UCK S TOP S W ITH YOU.
...HYPE JUST W ON'T CUT IT ANYMORE.

Stop crunching and start analyzing. With
CFO Vision you can visualize your business
interactively ... and gain control of information to spot opportunities and risks faster
than ever before. Reengineer the entire
process of financial consolidation, reporting,
and analysis ... as you accelerate the flow
of information to decision makers at every
level of your organization.
ti w ti

With the click of a mouse:
■ Understand the facts beyond the figures.
• Improve timeliness and availability of
business reporting.
• Analyze every "slice" of your business —
from branch profitability to product cost
analysis —in any currency.
Powerful, award- winning data warehousing,
OLAP, graphics, and EIS capabilities are all
included in one fully integrated, easy -to -use
solution. It's all yours from one vendor:
SAS Institute, with a proven track record
for continuous innovation and reliable
support at more than 29,000 organizations
worldwide... including the Fortune 100.
Fo r a free previe w o f CF O Vis io n, jus t
give us a c all o r send us E -mail at

im a @s as.com

919.677.8200 Fax 919.677.4444 In Canada 1.800.363.8397 www.sas.com /vision/

/A/

SAS is a registered trademark, and CFO vision a trademark,
o1 SAS Institute Inc Copyright ® 1996 by SAS Institute Inc.

E -mail: Editorial, mgmtacct @imanet.org; Advertising, ipceima @class.org.
57TRANSACTIONSTHATMAYPROMPT
EVIRONMENTALREPORTINGPROBLEMS

59FLEXI:PROVIDINGACCESS
TOINFORMATION

BY JACK R.ETHRIDGE, CPA,
AND VIOLET ROGERS, CPA
Buyer, beware! That's the advice for management accountants whose company may buy a
piece of real estate only to find out it has a
potential environmental reporting problem.

BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES M. HART
In case you haven't realized it yet, controllers
and management accountants are in the middle
of an information revolution in which the Internet takes center stage. So says Stefan Bothe,
CEO of F1exiInternational Software, Inc.

63SOFTWAREREVIEW
HOTLINKINGASPREADSHEETTOTHEGENERALLEDGER
BY DAVID J BAUCH, CMA
The F -9 software creates a bridge between general ledger data and the spreadsheet.
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SEC blesses AICPA auditor independence
board.
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Mergers and acquisitions and your career
options.
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It's
what's
under
the
sheets
that
counts.

Simply put, with F9 you can create any financial report.

When you think of the perfect financial reporting

ind analysis tool, what do you imagine? Do you see it
)eing flexible; providing graphs, fonts, color, and desk
:op published quality; calculating percentages, variances
ind ratios; and providing several other features you can't
pink of now but you will be desperate for the day you
,rant them? That's what we imagined, and we realized
Ne were describing a spreadsheet: a spreadsheet with
hotlinks to your accounting system.
The result of that insight was F9.

F9 is a true WYSIWYG financial reporting
application that provides instant access to your general
ledger files.
You'll never type another GL figure into your
spreadsheet again!
Basic financial statements can grow quickly and
easily into a sophisticated executive information system.
Complex consolidations and production reporting are
easy. Even budget preparation is streamlined with
Budget Write Back.
F9 works with Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1 -2 -3 and
Quattro Pro for Windows andyour accounting system.

Call today to get the power of F9 under your sheets!

Phone604-688-8271
Fax 604 - 688.1286
email pgra@synex.com
Web www.synex.com
Synex Systems Corp.
1188 West Georgia Street
Suite 800
Vancouver, BC
V6E 4A2

:yam

800 - 663 -8663 x 332

F9

"the f uture of financial reporting"
Circle No. 16
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LYBRANDMEDALWINNERS

L\XN N(1 . 1 J[I LY 1 997

ASSISTANTFU8IlSHER Rohert F. Randall

Authors of three articles featuring "hot" management accounting topics took top honors in this year's Lybrand competition. The judges reported that so many articles
were of such outstanding quality that their decisions were more difficult than ever.
B. Douglas Clinton, CPA, Kansas City, received the Lybrand Gold Medal —the
highest award in the 1996 -97 manuscript competition —for his article, "Just -in -Time
and the Balanced Scorecard: Linking Manufacturing Control to Management Control." Dr. Clinton is an assistant professor of accounting at Central Missouri State
University in Warrensburg, Mo. His co- author, Ko -Cheng Hsu, CPA (nonmember),
will receive a Certificate of Appreciation. In their article, they explain why some U.S.
companies have experienced mixed success in implementing just -in -time (JIT) manufacturing techniques and describe how the balanced scorecard approach can provide companies with the proper measures to control and enhance operations.
James E. Williamson, CPA, San Diego,was awarded the Lybrand Silver Medal for
his article, "The Application and Applicability of the Balanced Scorecard to Small
Companies." He is a professor of accounting and taxation at San Diego University.
His co- authors, Chee W. Chow and Kamal M. Haddad (nonmembers), will receive
Certificates of Appreciation. In their article, the authors describe the financial and
nonfinancial measures that make up the balanced scorecard and show how companies can use it to restructure their operations successfully.
Winners of the Lybrand Bronze Medal are Joseph F. Castellano, CGFM, and Harper Roehm, CPA, Dayton,and Donald Klein, CMA, CPA, Grand Rapids. In their article, "Minicompanies: The Next Generation of Employee Empowerment," the three
tell the story of how GR Spring and Stamping has used the minicompany structure
to energize its employees, to find ways of improving its processes and products, and
to create a customer- focused culture. Dr. Castellano is professor of accountancy at
Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Dr. Klein is professor of accounting at
Grand Valley State University in Grand Rapids, Mich. Dr. Roehm is professor of accounting at the University of Dayton.
The medal winners were selected by the Lybrand Awards Committee from among
the 10 top - scoring manuscripts in 1996 -97. Members of this year's Committee were
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Arthur Andersen & Co. Alumni/Journal of Accounting Education Professor at James Madison University; Robert D. Boyle, CMA, senior consultant with Deloitte & Touche LLP in Atlanta; Kimberly K. Constantinides, CPA,
systems analyst, Champion International Corporation; James A. Hendricks, CPA,
Square D Professor of Accountancy at Northern Illinois University; and Timothy D.
West, CPA, assistant professor of accounting at Iowa State University.
Authors of the 27 other award - winning manuscripts received Certificates of Merit
for their outstanding contributions to management accounting literature. Nonmember authors received Certificates of Appreciation.
Almost 400 manuscripts were submitted in this year's competition, and 60 were
published during the year.
We certainly appreciate all authors' contributions to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®.
We only wish we could publish twice as many articles. Please keep your comments,
recomm end ations, and su bmissions co min g fast and furiously. You have a wealth
of info rm atio n to sh are with yo u r co lleagu es, an d we've only begun to tap your
knowledge.
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ISB will be used by the SEC in its
enforcement efforts.

SECURITIESLITIGATION
BL
ILSRESURFACE
Frivolous shareholder lawsuits based

Stephen bailas, Editor

SECBLESSESAICPAAUDITORINDEPENDENCEBOARD
The new Independence Standards

will

evaluate not only the company's comBoard (ISB) created under the aegis
pliance with generally accepted acof the American Institute of CPAs
counting principles but also express,
should be up and running this sumto the audit committee and the board
mer with William Allen, newly retired of directors, a qualitative judgment
from the Delaware Court of Chancery, about a company's choice of princiwielding the chairman's gavel. The
ples, disclosures, and estimates." Bob
ISB will be wading into a host of auGramling, the GAO official responsiditor independence issues, chief
ble for the "accounting profession" reamong them setting the boundaries
port, notes that the ISB will be run
for the Big 6's headlong rush into
out of the AICPA, which raises the
nonauditing businesses. For the past
question of whether the Board will be
six months, SEC Chair"form or substance." Gram man Arthur Levitt, Jr., has
ling says, "They will need
been worrying out loud
some tough - minded public
about the questionable
members." Greg Corso, a top
new business endeavors
aide to Arthur Levitt, says
undertaken by accounting
Allen, the ISB chairman,
firms such as KPMG Peat
has "an exceptional reputaMarwick's since scrapped
tion for independence and
plan to merge with
judgment." He will be one of
BayMark Capital. Just a
the four "public" members
month before KPMG jettion the ISB; there also
soned that deal, Levitt
be four CPAs. The public
Rep.Rick Whito
told an AICPA conference
members will be selected
that auditors "may be discounting the jointly by the SEC and AICPA in
huge importance investors place on
what Corso calls "a negotiated
the objectivity and independence of
arrangement." The accountants will
auditors." Perceived independence
be AICPA - designated. The Board was
shortcomings of another type were
created, according to the SEC, to rehighlighted in the report on the acspond to the increasing challenge of
counting industry that the General
independence issues as auditors have
Accounting Office published in Sepentered into new service areas, audittember 1996. The GAO was more con- ing firms have merged and restruccerned about the "closeness" of the au- tured their operations, and business
ditor to management, a concern cited
and professional relationships have
by the Public Oversight Board in its
become more complex. Asked whether
report in 1994, which advocated
the ISB will get into independence isbringing the independent auditor
sues having to do with the auditors'
more into a direct working relationrelationship with corporate manageship with the board of directors and
ment, Corso answers, "Absolutely."
its audit committee. The POB stressed Corso explains that the relationship
that the board of directors, not manbetween the SEC and ISB will be very
agement, should be the auditor's
much like the one between the SEC
client. It also said the auditor "should
and FASB. Standards adopted by the
8
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on corporate financial projections and
statements are again an issue in Congress. Reps, Rick White (R.- Wash.)
and Anna Eshoo (D.- Calif:) have introduced a bill that seeks to prevent disgruntled shareholders from filing lawsuits in state courts. The Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act,
which became law in 1995, established a "safe harbor" for corporate
projections that protected the company from shareholder lawsuits in federal courts. But plaintiff attorneys have
done an "end - around" by going to
state courts. "It's time to stop the trial
Iawyers from finding ways around the
system and make the changes that
are needed to give investors more information and start-up companies a
better chance to succeed," says White.
"This bill will finish the job we started last Congress to give investors
more information and give growing
companies more opportunities to invest in the economy —not meritless
lawsuits." Connie Correll, a White
spokeswoman, says the bill has 29
co- sponsors, 15 Republicans and 14
Democrats. The big question is the
position of the Clinton administration.
President Clinton vetoed the 1995
bill, a veto Congress then overrode.
Chris Ullman, the SEC spokesman,
says SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt,
Jr., has made no comment on the
White/Eshoo bill. But the SEC did
send a report to the White House in
April 1997 on the 1995 law. It noted
the increase in filings of shareholder
suits in state courts. This was being
done, the report stated, to avoid some
of the procedures imposed by the 1995
Reform Act, particularly the stay of
discovery pending a motion to dismiss. The Eshoo/White bill easily
could end up including some auditing/
accounting provisions. The 1995 bill,
for example, had in its Title 3 provisions requiring auditors to report
"illegal acts." ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.
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With over 15 years experience and
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on
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■

I'm an accountant with a major bank in the Midwest. Lately Tae been hearing
rumors that we may be acquired. Pm concerned about my job and future here
because it seems that layoffs could be across the board and include accounting.
I'm happy in my current post and don't want to start over with another company. Should I talk to my supervisor about the rumors? Is there any other advice
you can offer?

Max Messmer, Editor

Mergers and acquisitions and
your career options
Mergers and acquisitions, or even
rumors about them, create an aura
of uncertainty in the workplace and
cause a great deal of stress at all levels of a company. Your concerns are
understandable.
But, first, keep in mind that even if
there is the possibility of new management on the horizon, it would be
months before the merger is completed
and possibly longer before decisions
are made on the future of certain
departments. You have time to be
proactive and plan accordingly.
If you believe it will not create
any political problems, you should
share your concerns with your manager in a calm manner. In the meantime, try to resist the temptation to
discuss these rumors with your
peers or subordinates.
I'm sure it will be welcome news
should the stories be unfounded. Still,
mergers and acquisitions are a reality
in today's business world. If the speculation about your bank is true, you
essentially have two options — you can
decide whether you want to try to
become part of the new entity or allow
this situation to become a catalyst for
a job change. Should you wish to stay
on, here are a few suggestions:
■ Try to remain upbeat —It's easy to
become discouraged or anxious
amid uncertainty, but keep a positive attitude. A dedicated
approach to your work will be
10
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apparent and may help protect
yourjob.
• Avoid the rumor mill —Don't become
consumed by rampant gossip —but
keep your eyes and ears open for
pertinent information about the
merger and your department.
• Take initiative and maintain a
strong work ethic —Look for ways to
reinforce your value to the accounting department. Meet with your
manager to establish projects and
goals such as organizing past SEC
reports or systematizing data that
incoming financial personnel can
access easily and efficiently.
• Be flexible —You may be asked to
handle a broader range of accounting and financial tasks. Be ready for
new challenges — management could
be testing your willingness to go the
extra mile.
• Meet with supervisors—Don't
assume your accomplishments
speak for themselves, Update your
controller or department head
regularly.
At the wine time ... If, after consulting
with your supervisor, you determine
that the worst case scenario will occur
and your job likely will be eliminated,
do not abandon your department
responsibilities, but consider the following steps as you initiate your job
search:
■ Explore classified ads and the Inter-

0

net—Help -wanted listings, if nothing else, will give you an idea of the
demand for your specialty as well as
which companies are hiring in your
area. Also, most major companies
now maintain Web sites that include current job openings nationwide (if applicable), and the Internet contains career bulletin boards
and newsgroups that can assist you.
Contact a recruiter —A specialized
placement firm or recruiter can provide you with expert advice on the
current market for job candidates in
the accounting and financial fields.
Determine your ability to inter view—If your company requests
that you stay on through a certain
date, your supervisor may be flexible in allowing you to pursue job
interviews that do not interfere
with your duties.
Avoid burning bridges — Despite the
current staffing trauma, remember
that you probably will rely on your
current supervisors and peers to
serve as references later on.

A career change in any form can be
stressful, but you have several options
that can help facilitate this transition.
For example, there is strong demand in
almost every industry and US. region
for temporary and contract professionals —for positions as high as chief
financial officer. These assignments
allow you to control when and where
you want to work, help ease financial
burdens, and provide time for you to
seek the optimum full -time position.
Even in strong economic times,
workers can be downsized. The good
news is that, with the nation's current
low unemployment, there never has
been a better time to pursue new job
opportunities. You can see that, despite
the fears and uncertainty of change
within your company, such a transition
can open up new avenues for your
career. Best of luck in your current
post and future endeavors! ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO of Robert
Half International, Inc., parent company of
Robert Halts and Accountemps®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized staffing services firm placing accounting, finance, and bookkeeping professionals on a full-time and temporary basis. Mr. Messmer's most recent books are
50 Ways to Get Hired (William Morrow) and Job
Hunting for Dummies' (IDG Books).
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Unlike any other clienl/ server system, '__ oslpoint delivers
integrated applications which are specially designed for project driven businesses. Costpoint's Project Enterprise modules collect labor
and cost transactions, allocate indirect cost to each project, compute
project revenue, track budgets, and prepare billings for every type
of project at every level. It combines these powerful accounting
modules with dozens of built -in applications to meet your financial
accounting, human resources, and materials management needs.
Only Costpoint can give your managers the information they
need to run their projects and manage the enterprise. Information
about project profitability, resource utilization, budget vs. actual,
purchase commitments, contract backlog, and much more con be
distributed or viewed on-line in o variety of reporting formats.
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' a usonly on software for project- oriented
organizations. With over 2,000 customers and a stellar track
record since 1985, we'll stand by our products and support you
every step of the way.
Don't try to juggle your project enterprise with standard business

software. Call 1800-456-2009, or visit us at www,deliek.com
and find out more about the Costpoint Project Enterprise Solution.
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IRADISTRIBUTIONFORMEDICALEXPENSES
Section 72(t) imposes a 10% premature
excise tax on taxable amounts received
by a taxpayer from a qualified retirement plan, including an IRA, unless
the distribution satisfies one of several
exceptions (for example, over 59 1h,
beneficiary, disabled, or an annuity).
Beginning in 1997, another exemption
has been added to the list: Distributions from an IRA for medical expenses
in excess of 7.5% of AGI are exempted.
Previously, this exemption applied only
to qualified retirement plans and not
to IRAs.
Pursuant to prior interpretations,
this exception should apply only to
those medical expense amounts that
qualify under section 213(a). That is,
only those amounts qualifying as itemized deductions for medical purposes
would be exempt from the 10% penalty.
This interpretation does not mean the
person must itemize. The taxpayer
may not have enough deductions to
warrant itemization but may have
medical expenses that exceed the 7.5%
of AGI floor.
To illustrate, Margie withdraws
$20,000 from her IRA for medical purposes in 1996. Margie has $50,000 of
AGI. As a result, Margie incurs a
$2,000 ($20,000 x 0.10) section 72(t)
excise tax in 1996. If Margie withdrew
the same $20,000 in 1997 (instead of
1996), she would have incurred only a
$375 ($50,000 x 0.075 x 0.10) excise
tax or a savings of $1,625 ($2,000—
$375). It does not matter whether
Margie itemizes in either year. The tax
difference between the years is the
available medical expense exemption
in 1997.
The new provision applies only to
the extent of the medical expenses.
Thus, any amount withdrawn in excess
of the medical expense would be subject to the 10% excise tax and would
not count against the 7.5% of AGI floor.
But, as you probably suspect, there
12
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are important issues, as well as exceptions, to the new provision. First, the
medical expenses can relate to the owner of the IRA or his or her spouse or dependent. This broad class of individuals
differs from the exclusion for being disabled under section 72(t), which is limited to the owner of the IRA.
Second, the exemption applies to the
total distribution amount from all
plans in a tax year. Thus, a taxpayer
may withdraw amounts from more
than one IRA or from an IRA and a
qualified retirement plan, and the excise tax will be limited to the lesser of
7.5% of AGI or the amount distributed.
Finally, the medical expense exemption to the section 72(t) excise tax is
further expanded for 1997 and thereafter to include amounts withdrawn
from an IRA for the payment of medical insurance. In this case, however,
the amount withdrawn is totally exempted from the 10% excise tax (that
is, it is not subject to the 7.5% of AGI
floor) as long as two conditions are
satisfied.

Condition 1:The individual (including
a self - employed individual) has received unemployment compensation

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Becomea CMA (Certified
ManagementAccountant)or CFM
(CerCrfled FinancialManager)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals rightinyourownhome!

IRMW3
CMA /CFM REVIEW
For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lambersci)a.com
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under federal or state law for at least
12 weeks. Employers may want to alert
employees who have been or who are
about to be laid off about this provision. But it should not be forgotten
that although the 10% premature distribution excise tax is waived in this
case, the taxable distribution amount
is included in gross income for the tax
year.
Apparently the 12 -week period does
not include the waiting time, if any, imposed by a state on persons before they
are eligible to collect unemployment
benefits. This would also suggest that
if a person is denied unemployment
benefits for whatever reason, the 12week period does not begin until benefits are received by the person including any retroactive period covered by
the awarding of benefits. A self -employed individual, not eligible for unemployment compensation under applicable law, is treated as satisfying the
provision if the individual would have
received the compensation except for
the fact that he or she is self - employed.
(IRC section 72(t)(2)(D)(iii))

Condition2: The withdrawal must be
made in the year of such unemployment or the following year. More important, the medical insurance exception will not apply to an individual
who has been reemployed for more
than 60 days after separation from employment that gave rise to the exception.(IRC Section 72(t)(2)(D)(4))The
meaning of being reemployed undoubtedly will be questioned. For example,
does a person who works part -time
during this period count as being
reemployed, or does a person who
works a few days periodically for different employers after separation
count as being reemployed?
As a final note, it is important to realize that part of the 10% premature
tax may be waived for medical expenses (all of it for medical insurance), but
the taxable portion of the amount distributed is included in gross income.
Thus, taxpayers at year -end may be
faced with an unanticipated tax problem, especially if they are still
unemployed. ■
Anthony P. Curatola is the Joseph F. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel University.
The material for this article came from the MicroMash CPE course "1996 -97 Tax Update on
Retirement Income" by Dr. Curatola.
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ETHICSPROGRAMS:MAKETHEMREAL
Never before has Corporate America
been more aware of those practices that
have been considered the softer side of
doing business.
Internally, corporations large and
small are probing their core values and
deciding whether or not their strategic
goals are aligned with these values. Externally, due to government's frequent
failure to deal with many social problems, corporate boards are devoting financial and human resources to improving conditions within communities.
Additionally, in response to changes in
demographics and in employees' desire
to be engaged in work that is meaningful with more time for family and
leisure, companies are placing emphasis
on creating satisfying —albeit less promotable— careers in order to attract
and retain a talented workforce.
Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies,written by James C.
Collins and Jerry I. Porras of Stanford
University and published by Harper
Business, supports the wisdom of companies becoming more focused on their
values and less on the bottom line. The
authors studied 18 companies that have
an average age of nearly 100 years and
that have outperformed the stock market by a factor of 15 since 1926. They
studied each company in direct comparison to one of its top competitors. Many
of the companies are well known for
their excellent ethics programs —Johnson & Johnson, Merck, Motorola, and
GE.
What makes these companies visionary, say Collins and Porras, is that
while they seek profits, they are equally
guided by a core ideology —core values
and a sense of purpose beyond just
making money. According to the au14
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thors, the key to creating such an organization is to make the core values and
ethics of an organization real to the employees and to demonstrate that corporate leadership truly is committed to
the program.
Unfortunately, many companies do
not make a convincing case for ethics.
Consequently, the traditional ethics program, consisting of a code of conduct,
training and awareness programs, and
a helpline, is greeted with, at best, apathy, and, at worst, cynicism.
Overcoming cynkism. If your organization is measuring the effectiveness of its
ethics program or rolling out a new program, you may want to consider the following recommendations:
Make ethics training real for employees through the use of cases and dilemmas based on situations relevant to the
organization. It is critical for leadership
to understand the pressures and incentives that create ethical dilemmas for
employees. Encourage employee involvement in discussions through the
use of interactive role playing. Incorporate lessons learned in future training
programs. Training materials will be
current and appropriate to the company.
Provide employees with on -site support. Some large organizations have
formed ethics councils to support the
formal ethics office. These councils are
made up of employees from every level
of the organization and serve as a liaison between the ethics office and their
peers. Employees who may be reluctant
to use a helpline or meet with a supervisor may be more likely to discuss a
dilemma with a peer.
Visually demonstrate leadership's
commitment to ethics. Such constant

reminders as posters, paperweights,
and an "ethics awareness week" may
be corny, but they do reflect leadership's support. It also improves the
ethical climate by demonstrating what
leadership values and recognizes in its
employees.
Make sure integrity and ethical conduct are part of the performance appraisal. It is important to show how the
actions of each employee make a difference. Leadership should determine how
an employee's demonstrated support for
the ethics program and application of
ethical decision- making skills can be
measured and rewarded.
Communicate to every employee why
ethical behavior is an individual responsibility and should not be delegated
to others. The message should be that
you should take personal ownership of
the organization's core values and apply
them to daily decision making.
Harmonize the ethics initiatives
throughout the organization. Make sure
the program is not limited to a top down initiative. Rather, it should cross
formal and informal organizational barriers to involve individuals and teams
at all levels. Companies such as Lockheed Martin that have gone through an
active corporate acquisition phase have
found that an ethics program can create
a common bond among employees —especially when organizations with different cultures merge.
To be meaningful, an ethics initiative
cannot be a "one size fits all program"
espousing lofty but meaningless values.
Such a program invites distrust and
disinterest. Rather, a real ethics program addresses the issues facing all
employees. It requires taking the time
to engage in discussions and to listen
to the concerns both in the office suites
and on the factory floor. It means devoting resources to isolating and revealing the pressures and incentives
that can drive unethical behavior in
your organization. As a result, your employees' skepticism will be mitigated,
and their ability to apply ethical decision- making skills to real -life dilemmas
will be improved.—Susan Jayson
Susan Jayson is a director in KPMG's Business Ethics Services Group.
Lawrence Ponemon, CMA, CPA, CIA, CFE,
is the Rae D, Anderson Professor at Bentley
College, Waltham, Mass., and senior fellow of
Bentley's Center for Business Ethics.
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JENKINS NAMED
FASB CHAIRMAN
Edmund L. Jenkins, CPA, recently re
tired managing partner of the Professional Standards Group of Arthur Andersen LLP's worldwide practice, has
been named chairman of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board. His five year term began July 1. He replaces
Dennis R. Beresford, CMA, CFM, who
retired June 30 after serving the maximum two five -year terms. Mr. Beresford
had come to the Board in 1987 from
Ernst & Young, where he was national
director of accounting standards.
Mr. Jenkins is best known for his
work as chairman of the AICPA's Special Committee on Financial Reporting,
which is commonly referred to as the
"Jenkins Committee." The Committee's
report, "Improving Business Report ing—A Customer Focus," which called
for a broader model of financial reporting, was issued in 1994 (see
P. 32, "We Need Better Financial
Reporting ").
In addition to consulting with and
providing research to engagement
teams and clients, the Professional
Standards Group Mr. Jenkins led represented Arthur Andersen before the
FASB and federal regulators on matters pertaining to accounting, auditing,
and financial reporting. During his 38year career, Mr. Jenkins also served as
managing partner of the firm's accounting and audit practice and was responsible for the firm's practice before the
Securities & Exchange Commission.
He was a charter member of the
FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force,
serving from 1984 to 1991, and also
was a member of the FASB's Advisory
Council from 1991 to 1995. He holds a
B.A. degree from Albion College and an
MBA degree from the University of
Michigan.
16
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Mr. Jenkins's appointment was announced by J. Michael Cook, chairman
of the Financial Accounting Foundation, the umbrella organization that
funds, oversees, and appoints the members of the FASB and the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB).
FIRMAN H. HASS (1902.97)
IMA PRESIDENT, 1966.67
Firman H. Hass, CPA, 1966 -67 president of the National Association of Accountants, died on June 19. Mr. Hass
joined the IMA/NAA in 1941, affiliating
with the Detroit
Chapter.
Born in New
Holstein, Wis.,
Mr. Hass grew up
with the profession of accounting. While still in
high school he
was keeping
books for a
pl umber. Then
during World
FirmanHess
War I, when his father's partner went
into the armed forces, he began keeping the books for his father. From that
moment on he knew that accounting

The computer -based solution to the
CFM Exam, from the leader in
reviews for the CMA Exam.
Video CFM Review available, too.
Call today:

1-800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2229

MicroMash- ,
"Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details.

would be his life's work.
After graduating from the University
of Wisconsin in 1925, Mr. Hass went into public accounting. He joined the firm
of Ernst & Ernst (now Ernst & Young
LLP) for the first time in 1926, then
went to New York to work as a financial assistant to Walter P. Chrysler, the
founder of the Chrysler Corporation.
After Mr. Chrysler's death, he rejoined
Ernst & Ernst in Detroit and was partner in charge of the Michigan District
when he was elected NAA president.
Mr. Hass was a member of the American Institute of CPAs and the Michigan Association of CPAs and was very
active in community organizations in
the Detroit area.
Known as "Firm" to his friends in the
accounting profession and the IMA, Mr.
Hass had a vision of where management accountants should be going that
coincides with current thinking. He
said, when he was elected president in
1966, "We've done a good job teaching
people how to be scorekeepers; now the
biggest challenge is to teach members
how to be ballplayers —part of the management team. I want to foster the idea
that the accountant has to be part of
the management team
Firm Hass's long service and dedication to the organization are well appreciated by all who knew and worked
with him. He will be missed by his
colleagues.
BOWSHER NAMED TO PUBLIC
OVERSIGHT BOARD
Charles A. Bowsher, former comptroller
general of the United States, has been
named a member of the Public Oversight Board (POB) of the AICPA's SEC
Practice Section. He succeeds Paul W.
McCracken, professor emeritus at the
University of Michigan and former
chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, who is retiring.
Mr. Bowsher completed his 15 -year
term as head of the General Accounting
Office (GAO) in September 1996 and
has been serving on various boards of
directors since then. Before President
Ronald Reagan appointed him comptroller general in 1981, Mr. Bowsher
was a partner with Arthur Andersen
LLP (then Arthur Andersen & Co.) and
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In the Nominating Committee Report
published in May, some information on
Vice President -elect Lori L. Dietrich
was incorrect. Her chapter is Minneapolis Northstar, she is president elect of Northern Lights Regional
Council, and her title is Vice President
of Finance of The Weidt Group.

ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
JOBSARESTRONG
There will be an 11%v increase in the
hiring of accounting and finance professionals in the next three months, CFOs
participating in a Robert Half International survey said recently. Fourteen
percent of the financial officers expect
to hire additional accounting and finance staff, while only 3% plan staff
reductions.
The Mid - Atlantic and West North
Central regions of the United States
anticipate the greatest increase in hiring, with a 16% expected net increase,
which is a five- and three -point rise, respectively, over the second quarter. Following closely are the New England
and Pacific states. Industries expecting
the highest growth are finance, insurance, and real estate and business services, with a net 18% increase, followed
by professional services with a 13% expected increase.
Robert Half's Financial Hiring Index
survey is conducted quarterly among
1,400 CFOs from a stratified random
sample of com panies with more than 20
employees. For more information, contact Reesa Staten at (415) 234 -6000.

VISITWORLDCONGRESS
WEBSITE
Now you can get information about the
XVth World Congress of Accountants

assistan t secretary of the Navy for financial m an agemen t und er Presiden ts
Johnson and Nixon between 1967 and
1971.
Under Mr. Bowsher's leadership, the
GAO produced major studies that
ranged from h ealthcare reform and the
savings and loan crisis to the federal
budget deficit and efforts to "reinvent
government." One of the most comprehensive was a report o n the state of
the accounting profession titled The
Accounting Profession —Major Issues:
18
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Progress and Concerns.
The Public Oversight Board is an autonomous five - member board that was
established in 1977 to oversee the self regulato ry programs of the SEC Practice Section of the AICPA. It monitors
all matters and developments that m ay
affect the integrity of the audit process
in the United States. Other m embers
are Melvin R. Laird, former secretary of
defense; Robert R Froehlke, former secretary of the Army; and Donald J. Kirk,
former chairman of the FASB.

via its We b s ite a t www. e xpe rts - c ompta ble s . c om/ifa c 97. T he s ite c onta ins the
mos t up- to - da te informa tio n a b out the
C onfe re nc e pr oc e e dings , s p e a ke rs , te c hnic a l a nd s o c ia l p rogra ms , a nd id e a s
a bou t s i ghts e e ing to urs in P a ris . Vi s itors a l s o c a n br ows e t hro ugh the s e c tio n o n t he Vil la ge d u M ond ia l , t he ne w
te c hnologi c a l a dditi on to the C ongr e s s .
T he World C ongre s s will be he ld Oc tobe r 26 -29, 1997, in Pa ris . IMA is one
of t he s p ons or ing o rga ni za ti o ns . ■
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IMA Revises SMA 1 C,
Standardsof
Ethical Conduct
n 1983, the IMA issued SMA 1C, "Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management Accountants." Changing circumstances during the ensuing years have prompted
members of the Ethics Committee and the Management
Accounting Committee to reexamine the 1983 code of conduct. As a result, both committees approved issuance of the
accompanying revised Statement 1C.
Persons familiar with the original Statement may be
interested in knowing wherein the differences lie. The
revised Statement:

4. Cites the IMA Ethics Counseling Service as an example
of an objective advisor to whom one might turn for clarification of relevant ethical issues,

1. Includes a new preface that provides a current perspective (see below).
2. Recognizes its applicability to practitioners of financial
management.

6. Recognizes that, after an individual exhausts all levels
of internal review and resigns from the organization, it
also may be appropriate, depending on the nature of the
ethical conflict, to notify other parties.

3, Specifies its applicability both domestically and internationally.

5. Recommends that, in attempting to clarify an ethical
conflict, one should consult his or her own attorney as to
legal obligations and rights concerning the conflict.

Preface
Ethical Behavior for Practitioners of
Management Accounting and Financial Management
n today's modern world of business, individuals in management accounting and financial management constantly face
ethical dilemmas. For example, if the accountant's immediate superior instructs the accountant to record the physical
inventory at its original cost when it is obvious that the inventory has a reduced value due to obsolescence, what should the
accountant do? To help make such a decision, here is a brief
general discussion of ethics and the "Standards of Ethical Conduct for Practitioners of Management Accounting and Financial Management."
Ethics, in its broader sense, deals with human conduct in
relation to what is morally good and bad, right and wrong. To
determine whether a decision is good or bad, the decision maker must compare his/her options with some standard of perfec20
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tion. This standard of perfection is not a statement of a static
position but requires the decision maker to assess the situation and the values of the parties affected by the decision. The
decision maker must then estimate the outcome of the decision
and be responsible for its results. Two good questions to ask
when faced with an ethical dilemma are, "Will my actions be
fair and just to all parties affected ?" and "Would I be pleased
to have my closest friends learn of my actions ?"
Individuals in management accounting and financial management have a unique set of circumstances relating to their
employment. To help them assess their situation, the Institute
of Management Accountants has developed the following
"Standards of Ethical Conduct for Practitioners of Management Accounting and Financial Management."

Standards of Ethical Conduct for Practitioners of
Management Accounting and Financial Management
ractitioners of management accounting and financial
management have an obligation to the public, their profession, the organization they serve, and themselves, to
maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct. In recognition of this obligation, the Institute of Management Accountants has promulgated the following standards of ethical conduct for practitioners of management accounting and financial
management. Adherence to these standards, both domestically
and internationally, is integral to achieving the Objectives of
Management Accounting. Practitioners of management
accounting and financial management shall not commit acts
contrary to these standards nor shall they condone the commission of such acts by others within their organizations.

• Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable information
and professional judgments or opinions.
• Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity that
would discredit the profession.

Competence. Practitioners of management accounting and

Resolution ofEthical Conflict. In applying the standards of eth-

financial management have a responsibility to:

ical conduct, practitioners of management accounting and
financial management may encounter problems in identifying
unethical behavior or in resolving an ethical conflict. When
faced with significant ethical issues, practitioners of management accounting and financial management should follow the
established policies of the organization bearing on the resolution of such conflict. If these policies do not resolve the ethical
conflict, such practitioner should consider the following courses of action:

■ Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence
by ongoing development of their knowledge and skills.
■ Perform their professional duties in accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and technical standards.
■ Prepare complete and clear reports and recommendations
after appropriate analysis of relevant and reliable information.

Confidentiality. Practitioners of management accounting and
financial management have a responsibility to:
■ Refrain from disclosing confidential information acquired
in the course of their work except when authorized, unless
legally obligated to do so.
■ Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the confidentiality of information acquired in the course of their work
and monitor their activities to assure the maintenance of
that confidentiality.
■ Refrain from using or appearing to use confidential information acquired in the course of their work for unethical or
illegal advantage either personally or through third parties.

Integrity. Practitioners of management accounting and financial management have a responsibility to:
■ Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise all
appropriate parties of any potential conflict.
■ Refrain from engaging in any activity that would prejudice
their ability to carry out their duties ethically.
■ Refuse any gift, favor, or hospitality that would influence or
would appear to influence their actions.
■ Refrain from either actively or passively subverting the
attainment of the organization's legitimate and ethical
objectives.
■ Recognize and communicate professional limitations or other constraints that would preclude responsible judgment or
successful performance of an activity.

Objectivity. Practitioners of management accounting and
financial management have a responsibility to:
■ Communicate information fairly and objectively.
IN Disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be expected to influence an intended user's understanding of the reports, comments, and recommendations
presented.

■ Discuss such problems with the immediate superior except
when it appears that the superior is involved, in which case
the problem should be presented initially to the next higher managerial level. If a satisfactory resolution cannot be
achieved when the problem is initially presented, submit
the issues to the next higher managerial level.
If the immediate superior is the chief executive officer, or
equivalent, the acceptable reviewing authority may be a
group such as the audit committee, executive committee,
board of directors, board of trustees, or owners. Contact
with levels above the immediate superior should be initiated only with the superior's knowledge, assuming the superior is not involved. Except where legally prescribed, communication of such problems to authorities or individuals
not employed or engaged by the organization is not considered appropriate.
■ Clarify relevant ethical issues by confidential discussion
with an objective advisor (e.g., IMA Ethics Counseling Service) to obtain a better understanding of possible courses of
action.
■ Consult your own attorney as to legal obligations and rights
concerning the ethical conflict.
■ If the ethical conflict still exists after exhausting all levels
of internal review, there may be no other recourse on significant matters than to resign from the organization and to
submit an informative memorandum to an appropriate representative of the organization. After resignation, depending on the nature of the ethical conflict, it may also be
appropriate to notify other parties.
JULY 1997
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A New
Sys
reports information. No other business
information system has the ability to
combine the performance of all fimctions of a business into one set of measures, which has led accounting to be
known as the "language of business."
This view is well supported by the use
of accounting measures and reports for
internal and external evaluations.
Double -entry bookkeeping, the cornerstone of the recording process in
accounting, was developed by Luca
Pacioli more than 500 years ago using
"pencil- and-paper" technology. Today,
the same basic ideas and procedures are
still in use. Introduced this century, the
computer has reduced processing time,
dependence on manual and clerical
efforts, and processing errors, and it has
improved the timeliness of management reporting. At the same time, the
computer and integrated financial systems have made information processing
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Technology is driving the creation of new event - driven
BY KENTONB. WALKER
AND ERIC L. DENNA
ne of the greatest barriers to organization al ch an ge today is th e
way inform ation technology is
used. Managers are attempting to bu ild
21st Cen tury enterprises on the back of
20th Cen tu ry arch itectu res designed
largely to au to mate manu al information system s rath er th an im p ro ve th e
way work is accomplished. Mod ern
information technology (IT), however, is
able to su pp ort new relation ship s
am ong th e stru ctu re o f o rganization s,
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business processes, and performance
measures n ecessary to realize the benefits of reengineering. In order to bring
ab o u t th e transformation in business
informatio n systems (BIS) necessary to
sup port reengineering efforts, assum ptions and practices that have existed for
decades must be reexam ined in light of
current cap abilities.
Th e acco unting system m ay be the
biggest obstacle to significant advancements in BIS due to its role as the dominant b usin ess information source and
th e way it defines, organizes, and

more complicated because of complex
data and file st ructures, incompatible
hardware and software products, and
complex report writers.
The structure of accounting systems
is dominated by financial accounting
requirem ents to em phasize standards,
conformity, and control. Unfortunately,
systems development in recent years
has focused on control so much that
the products of the system are little
more than reports showing how well we
are under control (and about as interesting as reading a com puter operating

lacioli?

kccounting
.em Is Emerging
manual). In addition, much of our performance reporting is tied to the monthly financial cycle.
The accounting system has at least
five primary weaknesses in its role as
an organizational measuring stick.
First, the accounting system focuses
only on a subset of business events,
those determined by the accountants to
be "accounting transactions." There is
an underlying assumption that the
accounting "view" of the organization is
able to satisfy many information customers. Unfortunately, the view of
accountants that drives the classification scheme for storing data and determines which transactions are recorded
is not satisfactory for many decision
makers. Managers want information on
quality, customer service, relationships
with suppliers, and other important elements of business not captured by the
accounting system.

will be at least six weeks old.
Third, accounting systems capture
limited characteristics about accounting transactions (e.g., date, account, and
amount in dollars). Not surprisingly,
information customers want many different types of information about an
organization. Interest in capturing multidimensional data is frequently limited
and subordinated to recording financial
transaction data.
Fourth, the system stores duplicate
data in a highly summarized form
(accounts), limiting alternative uses.
Much of what is contained in the
accounting system is generated by other sources, summarized, and reconstituted to conform with GAAP and the
architecture supporting a general
ledger chart of accounts. This format for
information makes activity -based costing, compliance with international
accounting standards, preparation of
other non -GAAP financial
reports, and reports providing other perspectives
on business activities difficult to achieve.
Finally, the traditional accounting
system architecture makes controlling
business and information process risks
defensive and expensive. The traditional system of internal controls, based
largely on independent checks and separation of duties, focuses on providing
the checks and balances to secure corporate assets and ensure compliance
with management's directives. Meanwhile, controls for errors and irregularities are embedded in human information processing. Technology has been
used largely to automate these very

uunting /business systems.
Second, the system captures and
processes data in an untimely manner,
usually monthly, to conform with the
preparation of periodic financial statements. Accountants are trained to think
according to the financial cycle without
considering that information customers
often need reports on a more or less frequent basis depending on the organization's business cycle. Even if the outputs from the financial systems are
delivered two weeks after the end of a
month, which is quicker than average
performance, some of the information

traditional safeguards that may be
wholly inadequate for today's business
environment.
During the five centuries since Pacioli we have acquired new information
customers who want new services that
provide them with new information
(measurements), improved workflows
(not just information processes), and
better, less costly controls. Unfortunately, such fundamental changes in
requirements do not seem to be reflected in automated accounting systems to
date. Certainly the cost of accounting
has been reduced, and the timeliness of
financial and other reporting has been
improved. But there is no change in the
basic accounting data that are captured, how they are organized, or the
way the data are presented to information customers. IT has benefited
accounting and BIS primarily by
automating 500 - year -old pencil -andpaper systems instead of employing the
unlimited potential of modern computer
technology.

THERISEOFTHEVIEW-DRIVEN
SYSTEMSENVIRONMENT

T here are multiple

perspectives on
business events, but no one system is
able to satisfy the needs of all information users. A simple example illustrates
different views of a business event.
Assume that during December a company sells a machine to a customer for
$300,000. In January of the following
year, the purchaser is billed $320,000
after adjustments for features added
during installation. Several accounting
entries are made to the financial sysJULY 1997
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tem, but others within the organization
have different information requirements concerning the transaction:
■ Manufacturing wants to know if the
production and delivery schedules
were met and the customer is satisfied.
■ Marketing wants to know when the
product was sold for the purpose of
calculating commission payments to
sales personnel.
■ The corporate office wants to know
when the cash was received and
available for investment.
As a result of the inability of the
accounting system to satisfy a diverse
set of information requirements, functional customers demanded, and
received, software applications to provide for their specific information
needs. Some examples include production systems, personnel systems, sales
and marketing systems, and executive
information systems. But the problems
inherent to the accounting system also
are present in these systems because
they capture and store information in
limited dimensions and are not easily
integrated with each other. Over time,
the structure of business information
systems has come to mirror the organization structures they serve.
This view- driven approach to business information systems has impeded
the progress of businesses along a number of dimensions. First, it is a barrier to
business process reengineering (BPR)
efforts. BPR is directed at improving
workflows and removing functional divisions. View - driven systems work
counter to this effort. Companies that
want to implement activity -based costing and management programs will
encounter similar obstacles because of
the limitations of accounting and other
systems to provide information consistent with the perspectives on the organization embodied in these efforts. Information must be collected from a variety
of sources to provide a complete picture
of events and performance. Systems
integration also is very difficult because
managers want to see reports tailored to
their view, but they cannot be provided
from one system. Finally, the view -driven perspective is perpetuated by functional business education producing students lacking a broad business
perspective.
The view- driven business informa24
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tion systems environment is in need of
fundamental change if business information systems are to complement
efforts to improve workflows and organizational performance. Two critical
questions must be answered about the
future of BIS:
■ Can we provide better information,
both financial and nonfinancial, for
decision makers?
■ Can we help organizations improve
the way they work while also reducing their business, information, and
process risks?
One alternative is to have BIS mirror
the business process instead of the
functional organization structure. The
view- driven approach to BIS has produced function - specific applications
programs, duplicate databases, and systems that do not communicate with
each other. Instead of having enterprise- wide information customers, we
have functional customers. Business
processes are fragmented and ineffective. Unnecessary and burdensome
organization structures arise because
administrative structures are built
around each system to input, maintain,
and report the data. Despite all our systems development efforts, management
still complains of inadequate and inflexible measurements. This situation
largely has come about because IT
developed faster than the ability of
managers to adapt organizations and
business processes. IT is an enabler of
change, but people have not adjusted as
quickly as technology permitted.

RETHINKINGBUSINESS
INFORMATIONSYSTEMS

U nless we rethink our approach to
BIS, we only will make marginal
improvements to what we have. In
order to make BIS support business
processes, we need to have one set of
business data that is able to satisfy all
information customers, which requires
a two -part prescription. The first half of
the prescription is to adopt a different
view of organizations and the information systems environment than the
functional perspective. Second, we need
a new IT application architecture that
will support this viewpoint.
Common to both parts of the prescription is a need to take a different

perspective on how to capture useful
information and make it available for
the majority of decision makers.
Accounting information is characteristic of what is known as a "value"
approach to providing information. This
view assumes that the needs of information customers are well known and
specified —that accounting (and other)
information providers can furnish information that is immediately useful for
input to decision models. Accountants
accumulate data, transform data into
information recorded in the general
ledger, and give it to information customers for their use. In essence, value
proponents say, "Let me give you summarized information about economic
events, to which weights and values are
already attached (based on accounting
and other rules and conventions), and
use this to make your decisions."
An alternative approach is based on
organizing data and IT applications
around business events. The event -driven approach assumes that the purpose
of accounting (and other) information
systems is to provide information about
economic events that is useful in a variety of decision contexts. Events proponents say, "Let's collect raw business
data that can be used by a variety of
information customers, each with its
own set of values and weights to assign
to the data." It is the events view that
provides an avenue to the next generation of business information systems.

BUSINESSPROCESSES,
EVENTS,AND REAL

T he need to rethink the organization
of business enterprises around business
processes is well documented in books
and articles on business process reengineering. Michael Hammer and James
Champy in their best - selling book,
Reengineering the Corporation, define
business processes as collections of
activities that take inputs and create
outputs valued by a customer. Business
events, the activities that compose business processes, are strategically significant activities that management wants
to plan, control, or evaluate. Most businesses have what might be considered a
rather limited number of business
processes, sometimes fewer than 10 but
rarely dozens. Some examples of business processes and associated events
follow.
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• Acquisition and payment (request a
good, place an order, inspect, pay);
• Conversion (build, grow, educate,
assemble, etc.);
• Sales and collection (receive an
order, select a good,
deliver,
...,
receive payment).
The concepts of business processes
and business events, combined with a
modeling technique to provide a common language and representation of
business processes, can provide the
basis for evaluating workflows and the
information system simultaneously.
One such process modeling approach is
REAL (resources, events, agents, and
locations) Business Process Modeling.
This approach is based on McCarthy
(1982)1 and was developed further by
Denna, Cherrington, Andros, and Hollander (1993)2; Denna, Perry, and
Jasperson (1995)3; and Hollander, Den na, and Cherrington (1996)4. REAL
modeling considers that there are five
questions that must be answered concerning any business event to capture
relevant information:
■
■
■
■
■

What happened?
When did it happen?
Who was involved?
What resources were used?
Where did the event occur?

In an effort to answer these five
questions, REAL modeling focuses on
identifying four modeling objectives:
resources, events, agents, and locations.
An example of a REAL model of business events appears in Figure 1. Figure
2 illustrates several models of related
business events in the sales and collection process. Finally, Figure 3 shows
how these models may be combined to
create a REAL business process model
of the entire sales and collection
process. The amount of data collected
for each box in the diagram will vary
depending on the needs of information
customers throughout the organization.
Besides providing a common language and representation of business
processes, the REAL modeling system
has several other advantages. This
approach assumes all business solution
components (those elements that must
be incorporated into the solution to
ensure its success) are important. The
REAL models of business processes
serve as a means of integrating the
26
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What happened?

When
did it happen?

Catalog Center
Merchandise

—

f

_ --

Who
was involved?

What resources
were used?

Customer
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Places Order - - - -___

Salesperson
- —

`
Cash

ReceivePayment

`

Where
did it occur?

Customer

Customer
`

~

Receipts Clerk

Personnel Systems

ProductionSystems
Other Systems

Executive
InformationSystems

Marketing Systems
AccountingSystems

business solution components. The components include company strategy,
stewardships and structure of the organization, performance measurements,
and the information technology. The
model is useful for aligning the solution
components with the culture of the
organization. Finally, the modeling system is flexible and provides for learning
and adaptation in dynamic business
environments; for example, changing
information requirements is easy to
accomplish as the business, environment, and management change.

ANEW IT APPLICATION
ARCHITECTURE

A

rchitecture refers to how data are
organized and the nature of information
processing. Historically, in accounting
information systems, the application
architecture was designed simply to
automate the double -entry system and
special journals to produce financial
statements. As we explained earlier, other BIS evolved to satisfy the special
requirements of functional management, thereby producing the fragmented, view- driven situation in which we
currently find ourselves. In order to
obtain a complete picture of organizational performance, decision makers
must visit several sources, which often
results in conflicting and confusing
information. Figure 4 illustrates the cur-

rent information systems environment.
We cannot be content to use IT to
automate old thinking, however. The
value of IT is in its ability to enable new
thinking about how to provide useful
information. REAL business process
models provide a basis for defining a
new type of business information system that is not limited by any one
"view" of events in a business. An example of information collected in connection with the sales and collection business process applying events concepts
appears in Table 1. Each of the capitalized items represents a table in a
database followed by a series of fields
capturing several important characteristics about the item of interest. The
events approach to collecting event
data provides for all information users
and is done consistent with business
processes —those individuals in the best
position to collect data are responsible
for doing so. The data in Table 1 can
be used to compute accounts receivable
and withdrawals from inventory, provide information for payroll, and produce a number of reports for sales and
marketing as well as reports used by
other functions in an organization. This
approach can be applied to any business
process, for example, operating a farm,
building cars, selling services, or providing education. An event -driven information system architecture, based on
the capture of event data in Table 1, is

illustrated in Figure 5.

WHYCOULDN'TWE
DOTHISBEFORE?

T he idea of an information system
capturing detailed data about a variety of business events and providing
an array of both financial and nonfinancial measures can be traced to the
earliest days of managerial accounting in the 19th Century. The basic
concepts behind REAL process modeling appeared in 1982. But the technology to enable implementation of an
event -driven system was developed
later in the form of database software.
For many small to medium -sized businesses, almost any database software
product can be used to build an event driven system. But when data sets
become very large— hundreds of millions of records or more —it becomes
very time - consuming, if not impossible, to query the database.
Recently, high - performance data
engines have overcome this obstacle.
One such product is Geneva V/T"'.
This software was developed by Price
Waterhouse and is designed for implementing event -based business applications with high - volume data requirements. This technology allows a wide
array of information customers to
develop a variety of views of a common
set of business data.
JULY 1997
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CATALOG-CENTER(Center#, Name, Address, Telephone, ...
MERCHANDISE(Item #, Item - Description, Color, Size, ..., Current -Cost, Current - Price, ..., QOH, ...
CUSTOMER-PLACES-ORDER(a[der #, Time, [Center #], [SP #], [Customer #], [Shipment #], Ship -to- Instructions, Confirmation #, Tax,
SALESPERSON(Salesperson -ID.Name, Address, ..., Commission -Rate, Marital- Status, ...
CUSTOMER(Customerp, Name, Address, Phone, ...
SHIP-MERCHANDISE(Shipment# Time, [Customer #], [Packer#], [Carrier #], [Ship - Clerk #], [Dist- Ctr #], [Pmt- Receipt#],
CARRIER(Carrier#, Name, Address, Rate, Performance- Score, ...
SHIPPING-CLERK(Ship-Clerk #, ...
DISTRIBUTION-CENTER(Dist tr #, Name, Address, ...
PACKAGE(Package#, Weight, [Shipment#], Shipping -Cost
CASH(Acct #, Description, Balance, ...
RECEIVE-PAYMENT(Pmt-Receiot #,Time, [Customer#], [Cust-Pmt-Clrk #], [Acct#], Amount,
CUSTOMER-PAYMENT-CLERK(Cust-Pmt-Clerk#, ...
RETURN-MERCHANDISE(R turn #, [Customer#], [Returns-Clrk #], [Center#], Time, ...
MERCHANDISE-ORDER(ffteM&WeL#], Qty- Ordered, Order- Price, Order -Cost, ...
MERCHANDISE-SHIP([Item #], [Shipment#1, Qty- Shipped, ...
MERCHANDISE-RETURN([Item#],[Return#], Qty- Returned, ...

WHATARETHEBENEFITSOF
EVENT-DRIVENSYSTEMS?
to adopting the REAL view of organizations and implementing event -driven
business technology solutions. To begin
with, data storage cost is lower because
data are stored only once. Because data
are not stored in multiple locations,
data inconsistencies, a potential source
of problems, also are avoided. Maintenance activities (adding, deleting, and
updating records) are carried out more
efficiently. Avoiding data redundancy
also ensures that all applications use
the same data structure.

lems associated with present organization structures —they do not parallel
business processes. The REAL diagram
of the sales and collection process in
Figure 3 provides the basis for a new
type of organization where business
processes and information processes
work in tandem.
The BIS is able to provide useful
information for all customers —no
longer is it view driven. Ad hoc query
capabilities are almost unlimited
because all information is built from
underlying event data. The data elements can be mixed and matched to
provide for any particular view of business events and to conduct a wide range

Organization structures based on
business processes, instead of functional discipline, become readily apparent.
The previous example of the functional
organizations involved in the sales and
collection process illustrates the prob-

of forecasting and planning activities.
Cross - functional analysis is facilitated,
modifying reports is simplified, and
multiple users can access the database
simultaneously.
Controls are enhanced. Consider a

T here are several significant benefits
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series of "event owners" (those responsible for entering business event data)
in a business process. Management is
able to assign responsibility for data
entry functions to a person or group
closest to the activity. Each event owner
is responsible for entering certain information that subsequently will be used
by many others during the course of the
business process. Data are entered only
once and in "read only" format — others
interested in the data can use but not
change the data. Controls over data are
embedded in the tables as they are created, eliminating the need to program
controls into every application. Controls
are shifted away from applications to
data entry.
The audit trail is shortened considerably because amounts appearing on a
financial report are built directly from
the underlying event data. There no
longer is a need to search for information on events that resulted in a reported amount. In addition, many mundane,
clerical activities to "tick- and -tie"
amounts recorded on hard copy forms
and documents in the audit function are
no longer necessary.
A final advantage is the opportunity
to develop a clear sense of business
strategy. Information is collected for two
primary purposes: legal or regulatory
requirements and management decision
making. The information requirements
to satisfy the second purpose are far
more difficult to satisfy than for the first
purpose. Decisions made by managers

should be consistent with strategy.
Therefore, information collected should
be considered in light of how it can be
used to support strategic objectives,

OBSTACLESTOEVENTDRIVENSYSTEMS

T here are several obstacles to implementing event - driven systems. Sometimes, the move toward an event - driven
architecture requires new investment
in hardware, software, and people to
administer the system. For an event driven system, where all information is
controlled centrally, continuous operation of the system is important. If the
system fails, data entry to the system
stops for everyone. In addition, data
entered incorrectly affect all users of
those data. It is likely that disputes will
need to be resolved over ownership of
data. In addition, there may be incentives for event owners to expand data to
enhance their positions.
Another obstacle is accountants' distrust of any system other than double
entry. The substance of objections in
this area is more perceived than real.
There is a great deal of comfort
attached to the system that has been in
use for more than 500 years, but
advances in IT now permit us to move
beyond old thinking.
The most significant remaining
obstacle to realizing the benefits of IT
is the functional culture of business
organizations. Consider how the present culture impacts the work and
information flows in the sales and collection process. It is not unusual for at
least four functional organizations to be
involved in this one process: Sales to
accept orders, Administration to determine credit terms, Logistics to handle
delivery, and Finance to accept payment. Each of these groups will have its
own information system and support
structure. The involvement of separate
groups, working for different administrative structures with their own
agendas, contributes to duplication
of information - gathering activities,
communications problems, errors, and
inevitable delays. This situation is
detrimental to both internal and external customers. Contrast this culture
with an alternative one based on business processes where all of these activities are combined in a "Sales and
Collections Department" with a single
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What Is Geneva. VIT?

of

GenevaVTT1TMis a high - performance
data engine designed to handle large
data sets (i.e., hundreds of millions 111
records) an mainframe computers.
Geneva VIT1 1 is composed of a
report writer and a transaction
processor to capture, edit. and post
data.The report writer, Geneva
V/TT m ViewBuilder, is a unique tool
that permits a user to create "views
of an organization's data and
duce output in an efficient rr
and in a variety formats including
hard copy. tape, fiche, online, and
downloadable files compatible with
Excel and Lotus spreadsheets.
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Geneva V(TT' uses a proprietary
search algorithm with lookup rates
of 500,000 per CPU second (vs.
1,500- 30,000 for conventional techniques) and extended memory toA
perform high -speed lookups and df
joins. Geneva ViT I is able to reduce
input /output time by eliminating
redundant retrieval of data and
thereby reduce the cost of purchased processor time. Multiple
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and Geneva V/TTM' performs all p
the data v
cessing in one
sus multiple passes with traditional
software.
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accountants is limited to items that
uniquely concern accountants. Account
analysis as we know it no longer exists
because there are no accounts to analyze. There are no reconciliations
because information is entered only
once into the system leaving nothing to
reconcile to. The idea of period closings
of financial systems has no meaning,
and the process of preparing adjusting
and accrual entries disappears because
the database always is current.
On the other hand, the controller can
evolve into the "Chief Business Information Officer." Event - driven business
systems present an opportunity for the
organization to have a single information source. Accountants are trained to
analyze and report information and are
well positioned to assume primary
responsibility for information management. But accountants will need to
adopt a broad view of the organization
and information customer requirements to gain responsibility for administration of the database. Management
will need help mixing, matching, and
modeling the mass of data in an event driven system to help reach the company's goals. Accountants must acquire a
deep understanding of the business to
prepare their own reports. The challenge to accounting professionals is to
assist management in making the political and organizational changes necessary to implement 21st Century IT to
support 21st Century organizations.

CANBUSINESSAFFORDNOT
TOADOPTTHISAPPROACH?

T he bottom line for organizations that
administrative structure and responsibility for all information relating to this
process. The result is a seamless process
emphasizing customer service.

IMPACTSONACCOUNTING
PRACTICEANDEDUCATION

A dapting to event- driven technology
will be difficult for many accounting
practitioners. The transition is filled
with risks and rewards. Abandoning
accounting conventions that have existed for centuries will be hard for some.
Many of the mundane aspects of
accounting largely disappear: data
entry, account analysis, reconciliations,
and some auditing procedures. In an
event - driven system, data entry for
30
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adopt event - driven systems and succeed in making the organizational
changes necessary to realize their
potential is higher profits. This goal is
achieved through a combination of lower costs and ready access to information
that was not previously available. Business processes are more efficient, and
decision makers are able to make better
decisions because they are likely to
know more about the business from
being able to easily combine previously
separated information sources. Information is a source of competitive advantage as are the systems that provide the
information.
The transition to event - driven technology already is under way. Corporations such as Sears Roebuck, Alcoa,

IBM, and others are using event -based
systems concepts. In addition, governmental organizations such as the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, the state of Alaska, and the Oregon Department of Transportation are
on this path. A variety of consulting
firms including Price Waterhouse LLP,
through its Geneva V/T1 product, The
Hunter Group, and others are supporting development of these concepts and
assisting clients in the transition to
event - driven systems. Also, business
solution software companies such as
SAP, one of the most popular business
information system products for major
corporations, standardize information
systems and data structures across an
organization and capture the granular
details that are part of transaction processing consistent with events concepts.
It and similar BIS products, when coupled with high - performance data
engines like Geneva V/TT°" , provide a
set of powerful tools for reporting on
current and longitudinal performance
of business processes.
Figure 5 illustrates the clear choice of
options in developing BIS. On one hand,
we can continue with the present view driven systems environment, or we can
choose another path to a single information database that is capable of satisfying all of our information customers
and that will support efforts of managers to reengineer the workplace successfully. The challenges to practitioners are to adapt to modern technology,
facilitate its implementation, and make
the organizational changes necessary to
promote the future success of business
enterprises. ■
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ac c ounti ng, Uni ver si ty of W y omi ng, Lar ami e,
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ac c ounti ng, Mar r i ott Sc hool of Man ag em en t.
Br i gham Young Uni ve r si ty , Pr ovo, Utah.
' William E. McCarthy. "The REAL Accounting Model:
A Generalized Framework for Accounting Systems in
a Shared Data Environment," The Ac c o u n t i n g
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WeNeedBetterFinancia
BY C. RICHARD ALDRIDGE, CPA, AND JANET L. COLBERT, CPA
wring the past few years, successful businesses have become more customer and
service oriented rather than product oriented. Entities are concentrating on human
resources, information and data, and research
and development as they adapt to rapid
changes in technology and increased competition. The new focus replaces the traditional
objective of managing and controlling raw
materials, direct labor, and overhead.
Financial reporting, however, has not kept up
with these advances. The traditional financial
reporting model is grounded in historical costs
and the reporting of economic events, so it
needs to be broadened to make it more informative and useful to investors, creditors, and their
advisors.
For users of business information and for
financial markets, the stakes in an informative
model of reporting are high. Capital allocation
decisions are made based on information
received from management, and accurate, timely information facilitates the flow of capital to
the most appropriate business opportunities. In
turn, capital allocation decisions and the liquidity of capital markets affect the competitiveness
of the nation as a whole. Thus, it is critical for a
business reporting model to encompass information needed by users.
The current model of financial reporting
requires fairly consistent accounting principles
and disclosures —with some limited range of
choices — regardless of the company's industry
or the particulars of the business. A more flexible model that emphasizes the usefulness of
company - specific information is more appropriate in addressing the needs of users of business
information.

BUSINESSREPORTING
RECOMMENDATIONS
In 1994, the AICPA's Special Committee on
Financial Reporting' issued a report titled
Improving Business Reporting —A Customer
Focus that called for significant changes to the
current model of financial reporting. The recommendations are not binding on any standard3'L
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setting body or regulatory agency, but both the
Financial Accounting Standards Board and the
Securities & Exchange Commission continue to
study the proposals and may choose to incorporate them into their own standards and releases. Because of the expanded focus, which
includes not only financial reporting matters
but also broader business issues in management's reports to users, it is important for management accountants and financial managers to
understand the recommendations.
Business Reporting recommends changes in
four areas:
■ Extending the business information
model,
■ Enhancing financial statements,
■ Improving auditing, and
■ Facilitating change.
Extending the business Information
model. Business Reporting recommends
improving the information provided to
financial statement users by expanding
the business information model to
include nonfinancial as well as financial
information and to provide forward looking as well as historical information. These two elements are incorporated in the five categories of the
extended business reporting model as
shown in Table 1.
Traditionally, financial statements
have been the primary means by which
information about a company is communicated to users, yet they disclose financial information only. Today's users also
demand nonfinancial or operating information. Nonfinancial information helps
users understand the connections
among ongoing events, the financial
statements, and factors that produce
long -term value and wealth for the company. Operating data can provide information to users before the effects of
events are captured fully in the financial statements.
Although most of today's financial

The traditional model of financial

,Reporting
reporting focuses on the past, which may be
useful when making predictions, users are more
concerned with the future. Useful forward -looking information includes key trends and the disclosure of expected opportunities and risks
resulting from those trends. Management's
plans also should be disclosed along with factors critical to the plans' success. Finally, management should assess how actual business performance compares to previously disclosed
opportunities, risks, and plans. To guard against
BOB GRANT

reporting needs to add nonfinancial
and operating information as well as
financial data so users can get a clear
picture of a company's performance.

unwarranted litigation risk, forward - looking
information would be disclosed only with appropriate safe harbors. Safe harbors are specific
requirements or standards that, when followed
properly, preclude management from being held
liable for its disclosure of forward - looking information.
Table 2 shows an annual report format a
company might use in compliance with Business Reporting.Western Builders Supply, Inc.,
markets building materials to individual homeowners and small contractors. All stores house a
retail unit as well as a contractor sales area.
The annual report contains background and
historical information on the company and both
segments, management's analyses, information
about management and shareholders, forward looking information, and the auditor's report.
Enhancing financial statements. In addition to
enlarging the reporting model, the Special Committee also recommends improving the financial
statements within the model. Financial statement users say they are satisfied with the general framework of financial statements, but several areas could be enhanced. Here are some of
the suggestions:

o

t

• Improved disclosure of segment information,
• Improved disclosure and accounting for innovative financial instruments,
• Improved disclosures of the opportunities
and risks of off - balance -sheet financing,
• A clear separation of the effects of core and
noncore activities and events,
• Improved disclosures about the uncertainty
in measurements of certain assets and liabilities, and
• Improved quarterly reporting.
Segment data. Users note that multisegment
companies often do not report enough segment
information in their financial statements. In
some cases, information is presented for too few
JULY 1997
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or no segments, while, in other cases, insufficient detail about segments is provided.
Because proper analysis of companies involved
in diverse businesses is important, segment
information is as significant as information
about the company as a whole.
Business Reporting recommends defining
segments consistently as companies do frequently when reporting internally to senior
management. Geographic segment data also
should be disclosed when they provide insight
into the company's opportunities and risks. In
addition, better information should be provided
about unconsolidated investments and other
affiliations.
Innovative financial instruments. The proliferation of complex innovative financial
instruments such as swaps, compound options,
and collars has not been followed by changes in
financial reporting requirements. Disclosures

■ Broad objectives and strategies
■ Scope and description of business and properties
■ Impact of industry structure on the company

■ Directors, management, compensation, major shareholders, and
transactions and relationships among related parties

n

■ Financial statements and related disclosures
■ High -level operating and nonfinancial performance measures

An analysis of changes in the financial, operating, and performance- related data, including the identification and past effects
of key trends

■ Opportunities and risks, including those resulting from key trends
■ Management's plans, including critical success factors
■ Comparison of actual business performance to previously disclosed forward- looking information
Adapted from Improving Business Reporting: A Customer focus, p. 9.

are needed to address user questions such as:
What risks have been transferred or taken on?
What are management's objectives? What
effects do these instruments have on the company's financial statements?
Off-balance-sheet items. Long -term leases,
special purpose entities, joint ventures, longterm purchase agreements, and other similar
transactions and events are not understood eas34
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ily by users because they generally are not
reflected in the financial statements. Disclosures and accounting requirements are needed
to ensure that the risks, opportunities,
resources, and obligations that result from
these special arrangements are represented
fairly in business reporting.
Core activities. Predictions of future earnings
and cash flows can be made by examining historical data that exclude unusual and nonrecurring activities or events (noncore effects).
Consequently, Business Reporting recommends
that management should quantify and display
separately the effects of core (usual and recurring) and noncore activities and events on the
face of the income statement, balance sheet,
and cash flow statement. Noncore events and
activities and their effects also should be
described clearly in notes to the statements.
The Committee recommends that noncore
assets and liabilities be measured at fair value
because these assets and liabilities are not part
of the ongoing business.
Measurement u ncert ai nt i es. Some assets and
liabilities can be measured with great precision,
while others require considerable estimation.
For example, there should be no question about
the cash balance at the balance sheet date. The
accrued liability for environmental cleanup is
much less certain. So users can understand the
uncertainties inherent in some measurements,
companies should identify in notes to the financial statements the specific types of assets and
liabilities subject to significant measurement
uncertainties. Management should disclose how
these amounts were derived and explain the
estimates, judgments, and assumptions used in
making the measurement.

Quarterly reporting. Quarterly reports often
give users the first indication of important
trends or changes in a company's business. But
some companies that report quarterly often do
not report on the fourth quarter separately.
Although users can derive fourth quarter data
from the annual and prior quarterly reports,
they would benefit from separate fourth quarter
reporting including an analysis by management
of fourth quarter activities and events. Business
Reporting also recommends including more segment information in quarterly reports.
Improving noditing. The third component for
better overall business reporting is improved
auditing. At present, auditors report only on
information derived from the accounting
records. Under the expanded model, auditors
will be called on to provide assurance on additional, more subjective information. Providing

Facilitating change.The final recommendation
in Business Reportinginvolves facilitating
change. Business reporting must be responsive
to changes in the business and economic climate, especially advances in technology and the
rush toward a global marketplace.
To facilitate change, standard setters must
focus more on users' needs by asking for users'
direct involvement in the evaluation reporting
process. Users also are encouraged to increase
their direct involvement in the standard- setting
process through participation on standard -setting boards, advisory councils, and task forces.
Finally, if business reports are expanded to
include forward - looking information, measures
need to be implemented to discourage unwarranted litigation. Such measures could involve
safe harbors and specific provisions relative to
forward - looking information that enable companies to demonstrate their compliance with
requirements.

OUTWITHTHEOLDINWITHTHENEW

T he present financial reporting model has not
been altered significantly for decades. Concerns
about the deteriorating relevance of financial
reporting have been expressed for some time.
When surveyed by the Special Committee on
Financial Reporting, users indicated that not all
their needs were met by traditional financial
reporting. Although financial statements provide crucial information for investment and
credit decisions, users have developed other
sources for additional important information.
But this information is less reliable than information prepared under GAAP and audited by
CPAs. To meet users' needs, all relevant information should be included in a comprehensive,
integrated business reporting format.
The recommendations offered by the Special
Committee on Financial Reporting differ from
current financial reporting in three ways. First,
high -level operating data and performance measures would become an integral component of
the reporting process. Current financial reporting requirements require no disclosure of operating information, yet performance measures

WESTERNBUILDERS
ANNUALREPORT r

r

Table

r

this assurance would require new skills and
new auditing standards.
An auditor's involvement will vary from company to company and should be determined by
the company and the users of the business
reports. Some users might demand an audit,
the highest level of assurance. Other users
might find a review, which provides a much lower level of assurance, to be sufficient. The auditor's report must be tailored to meet a variety of
assurance needs.

1

1

Backgroundaboutthe CompanyandIts Segments
Overview
Retail Segment
Broad objectives and strategies
Scope and description of the business
Impact of industry structure on the company
Contractor Sales Segment
Broad objectives and strategies
Scope and description of the business
Impact of industry structure on the company
Information aboutManagementandShareholders
Nonemployee directors
Board organization and compensation
Seniormanagement
Senior management compensation
Criminal convictions of directors and senior management
Major shareholders
Transactions and relationships among related parties
Disagreements with directors, independent accountants, bankers,
and lead counsel
Historical Data (Financial and Nonfinancial)
Five -year summary of business financial and nonfinancial data
Financial statements for the years ended December 31, 1996, and
1995
Management's Analysis of Financial and Nonfinancial Data
Retail Segment
Contractor Sales Segment
Corporate
Forward-LookingInformation
Retail Segment
Opportunities and risks including those resulting from key trends
Management's plans including critical success factors
Comparison of actual business performance to previously
disclosed forward - looking information
Contractor Sales Segment
Opportunities and risks including those resulting from key terms
Management's plans including critical success factors
Comparison of actual business performance to previously
disclosed forward- looking information
ReportofIndependent Auditors
AdaptedfromlniprowngBusinessReportingACustomerFocus,p.9.

used by management are important to users.
The inclusion of operating data and other performance measures would allow users to understand management's perspective and the connection among ongoing events, the financial
statements, and factors that create long -term
value and wealth for the company.
Second, forward - looking information would be
included in the reporting process because it
would give users insight into management's
vision and the opportunities and risks associated with an investment or a loan.
Third, segment reporting would be expanded
and improved. Although under current financial
reporting requirements some segment data
must be disclosed, under the suggested recomJULY 1997 MANAGEMENTAUOUNTING
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RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS
The AICPA continues to campaign
for an expanded
business reporting
model. Earlier this
year, its Special
Committee an
Assurance Services released a
report detailing
the results of
research and recommendations
related to the
future of assurance services.
The document
strongly supports
the Business
Reporting model
and urges the
FASB to adopt its
recommendations.
The report also
encourages the
SEC to view positively the accounting profession's
efforts to expand
the business
reporting model
because
enhanced decision- making information benefits
decision makers
and the economy.

mendations segments would be defined in a
manner that is consistent with internal reporting to senior management. Geographic segment
data also would be required as companies with
multiple segments operate diverse businesses
that are subject to different opportunities and
risks. Improved segment reporting provides
additional insight about the opportunities and
risks of each business activity and sharpens
predictions.

BENEFITSVS.COSTS

I ncreased competition and advances in tech-

nology have changed the way companies are
organized and managed. The companies that
are successful in today's marketplace focus on
customer needs. Similarly, to foster efficient
capital allocation among companies, financial
reporting must focus on the needs of the customer —the user. As usual, there are both benefits and costs associated with supplying additional information.
6@116ML First,

improved reporting should
result in lower capital cost as investors' information risks are reduced. Second, more efficient
trading should result in highly liquid markets
as investors and creditors become better
informed. Third, the new reporting model
should meet the increased demand for more
information by institutional investors and
financial analysts and result in better relations
with all users.
A fourth benefit to companies is the reduced
cost of not having to maintain two sets of
accounting records. The new reporting format
would present information to external users in
a manner that is consistent with the information management uses in making decisions.
This uniformity of information for external and
internal users also could reduce "window dressing" and suboptimal behavior by management.
Fifth, an expanded, comprehensive business
report reduces the potential for litigation when
companies divulge information to some users
(financial analysts) that has not been disseminated to all users. Finally, a comprehensive
business report would reduce the cost and the
potential for inconsistency of preparing the
many reports that are required by various user
groups.
Costs. Users may become "information junkies"
because they do not bear the direct cost for the
information they demand. But information contained in financial and business reports does
have a cost. First, companies incur costs in
preparing and disseminating information,
which include the costs of collecting and processing data, the costs of refining the data to a

36
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quality level necessary for public disclosure,
and the costs of auditing the data (if audited).
Second, companies incur liability and litigation
costs to defend against claims that the information is misleading. These costs are especially
relevant given the recommendation that companies report forward - looking and other "soft"
information. Third, in providing information to
users, companies incur competitive costs. That
is, Company A may provide information that
Company B, a competitor, may find useful. If
disclosure of the information is required by
GW no unfair advantage would result as
Company A would have access to the same
information about Company B. Competitive
costs could be significant if the competitor is
not subject to U.S. GAAR
The Special Committee on Financial Reporting attempted to evaluate the benefits and
costs of the proposed reporting model before
making its recommendations. Although its
analysis was more qualitative than quantitative, the Committee concluded that the benefits
of the proposed general recommendations
exceeded the costs. As standard setters attempt
to implement the recommendations, however,
they should assess the costs and benefits of
specific standards.

THECHANGEISNECESSARY
ecause businesses have changed so dramatiB
cally since traditional financial statements were
developed, a corresponding change is needed in
the way businesses report to investors and creditors. A broad reporting model that encompasses not only financial information, but also
operating data, management's analyses, forward- looking information, facts concerning
management and shareholders, and company
background, is beneficial to users. Such company- specific information helps investors, creditors, and their advisors make appropriate capital allocation decisions. Although companies
will incur costs to disseminate a wider spectrum of information to users, the benefits of
lower costs of capital, more liquid markets, better investor relations, decreased preparation
cost, reduced potential for litigation, and consistent information provide significant advantages
to users. ■
C. Richard Aldridge, CPA, is professor of accounting at
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green, Ky. He is
a member of IMA's South Central Kentucky Chapter and
can be reached at (502) 745 -3099.
Janet L. Colbert, CPA, CIA, is the Meany - Holland Professor of Accounting at Western Kentucky University. She
can be reached at (.502) 745 -2971.
' American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1994. The
Committee sometimes is referred to as the Jenkins Committee
after its chair, Edmund Jenkins.
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ANEARTHmSHAKINGCLIENT/SERVERSOLUTION
BY J,l. BOOCKHOLDT, CMA, AND STEVEN E. MILLS
Certificate of 9derit
EC /Allwaste is a rapidly growing earth - moving company
that has ongoing projects all over the country. But management realized there were gaping holes in the accounting/ business system designed to manage operations. "Tailgate
costing" would not work any more, so it called on the accounting department for solutions.
BEC / Allwaste was founded in 1946 as the Birmingham
Excavating Company. It owned and operated heavy machinery
and provided construction and
earth - moving services
to
builders, industrial companies,
and governmental agencies in
the Birmingham, Ala., area. In
1989, BEC became a subsidiary
of Allwaste, Inc., the New York
Stock Exchange - listed industrial services company headquartered in Houston. With financial
backing from Allwaste, BEC
expanded its operations to
encompass parts of Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Tennessee,
North and South Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas.
Currently, BEC employs more than 300 people in the 10state region and has revenues in excess of $60 million. It
undertakes more than 200 projects each year that may vary in
duration from several weeks to a year or longer. Each project
consists of construction- related services provided under contract. In response to this growth, BEC divided itself into profit centers within the Birmingham offices and established an
area office in Louisiana.
Since 1986, BEC has experienced major changes. Its rev38
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enues have increased at an annual growth rate in excess of
23 %, and the number of employees has increased tenfold. Current plans call for annual revenues and the number of employees to double by the year 2000. New competition has arisen
from companies that previously had specialized in contract
services for government agencies. And the customer base has
become more sophisticated as the bulk of BEC's work has
moved to larger companies outside its local area.
These changes have made
obsolete the hands -on management style used at BEC for the
previous four decades. Management first began to have
difficulty monitoring the
progress of its projects and
resource utilization at remote
locations. Because bids were
made in Birmingham but costs
were incurred at remote sites,
management had difficulty
comparing project costs with
bids specified in the contracts.
Also, management had to deal
with profit centers competing for resources. BEC has a significant investment in earth - moving equipment, and matching
equipment and people needs with resource requirements at
remote locations became more complex. The old form of "tailgate costing," in which a project job site manager recorded
costs with notepad and pencil while sitting on the tailgate of
his pickup, had become inadequate.
Recognizing the problems, the president of BEC / Allwaste
assigned to the accounting staff the task of analyzing the
information needs and identifying solutions.
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and share daily information on field activities and utilization
of resources. This objective could be accomplished by maintaining an electronic depository of information for each project
from initial customer contact through construction. The depository would be made available to all who were involved in the
day - today activities of management whether in the Birmingham headquarters or at remote job sites.
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IDENTIFYINGSPECIFICNEEDS

T he accounting staff began by identifying the core processes of
the business: work acquisition, estimating, preconstruction planning, job site management (including construction and contract
administration), final billing, and job closeout. The latter consisted of a review of project costs and profitability and an evaluation
of the relationship with the customer. Figure 1 shows how these
processes become part of a cycle of activities constituting each job.
When the company was smaller, these processes were managed by individ uals who had fun ctionally separate responsibilities but who were located in the same building. As the company grew, they evolved into sep arate departments with area
offices. Communication between departments became difficult
as operation s b ecame phy sically diverse an d as personnel
spent less time at their home base. Th is difficulty of co mmunication caused the departments to op erate in iso lation , producing what some personnel called a "silo effect" or imaginary
walls between functional departments.
The silo effect worsened whenever core processes were performed at rem ote location s. Many activities were perform ed
with no o versight from headquarters. Cost o verruns and inefficient resource utilization were not identified in a timely fashion. Furtherm ore, top managem ent b ecame frustrated trying
to control construction costs and attem ptin g to pinpoint
responsibility for differences between cost estimates and
reported cost expenditures at the close of a job. Table 1 shows
how activities in the job cycle were assigned to line functions.
These geographically diverse activities contributed to the silo
effect.
After an aly zin g core pro cesses and th eir related activities,
the accounting staff developed a clear perspective on the company's needs. They conclu ded that the comp any did not need
more or better people or better cost determination; they needed better communication between line functions and top management. The staff decided that by provid ing better in -house
sharing of information, they could eliminate the silo effect and
provide better contro l of operations. The ultimate goal was to
provide everyo ne in m anagem en t with the ab ility to review
40
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Project MEDUSA (Management's Electronic Database Used
to Support Administration). The project had as its goal the
ability of m anagem ent to com m unicate, share information,
and collaborate from anywhere to anywhere. Project
MEDUSA had six phases: project definition, team selection,
identification of expected benefits, software selection, recommendations, and implementation.
MEDUSA was defined as an inform ation repository that
would encourage teamwork and the sharing of inform ation
and ideas. It would contain much more than just financial and
cost inform ation. It would contain data on the mix of equipment assigned to job sites, observed load factors for that
equipment, employees assigned to the project, and scheduled
deliveries of equipment and supplies to sites. It would gather
data from job site managers in the field daily and make those
data available to everybody in the company. The intention was
to use MEDUSA to create an open company, thus eliminating
the silo effect.

Remote locations link up with laptops.
The project team consisted of one member from each line
function. This arrangement encouraged acceptance of the project and provided each line manager a contact who could
answer any question about the project's direction or status.
Each month, the project team distributed letters to operating
managers describing the status of the project.
The accounting staff expected MEDUSA to benefit all the
functional areas of the company. Table 2 summarizes some of
the expected benefits.
Early in the project, it becam e clear that traditional database software would be inadequate for achieving these benefits. Database software that stores only num bers would be
unable to process photographs and documents such as contracts o r bid sh eets. Fu rtherm or e, the p arent co m pany in

Work acquisition

Area office

Project management

Preconstruction

Area office

Project management

Construction

Job site

Project management and
construction operations

Contract
administration

Job site and
area office

Project management and
construction operations

Billing

Headquarters
and area office

Cost reports

Headquarters

Project management
and control
Control

Job closeout

Headquarters
and job site

Project management,
construction operations,
and control

Houston wanted to be able to communicate with BEC using
electronic mail. The parent was investigating Lotus Notes for
other applications, and it used a specific communications
network vendor. By selecting them as the technological platform for MEDUSA, the project team was able to obtain parent company support readily.
Lotus Notes provided a number of advantages: It was the
industry leader in groupware, and it could operate independently of specific hardware platforms. This functionality
allowed it to be used on the computers BEC already had. It
worked with other software including spreadsheet, word processing, and fax software. It was user - friendly, provided efficient communication over networks, and allowed adequate
levels of security based on a user's needs. Notes handled both
text and numerical data, and it could provide for digitized
storage of photographs, voice recordings, and documents. Most
important, it was expected to support the culture of teamwork
that the project team hoped MEDUSA would create.
The team requested the purchase of laptop computers for
data entry from remote job sites. These laptops would need
to withstand dust, shock, and temperature changes and
would be considered disposable. The project team also asked
for an additional desktop computer to use as a fax server.
Most of the other additional costs for MEDUSA would be for
software. The parent company agreed to provide technical
support during implementation. Total expenditures for
MEDUSA (excluding telecommunications costs) were
expected to be around $140,000. Table 3 summarizes the
project team's recommendations for a hardware platform.

PLUGGINGEVERYBODYIN

F igure 2 shows the file creation and maintenance system.
Personnel and equipment data and project management
updates were entered on laptops from job sites, while project
management data were created at headquarters. Data created
during these procedures were stored on the file server in Birmingham where they could be made available to all managers in
BEC. Figure 3 shows the payroll data entry procedures, which
also were performed on remote laptops and uploaded. The payroll itself was prepared centrally in Birmingham.

Probably the greatest problem encountered in implementing MEDUSA was the disparity in computer literacy among
BEC employees. Literacy was relatively high among office
employees but nearly nonexistent for field construction personnel. Top managers had master's or bachelor's degrees
either in business or in engineering, but 95% of field employees had no more than a high school education. For them,
adapting to the new system required a major change in management style.
To overcome this problem, implementation started at job
sites with the more educated managers. Later, the system was
extended to the less educated, more resistant people. Users
were trained two -at -a -time as new jobs were started. Overall
implementation was preceded by a pilot operation lasting two
weeks.
Management chose to implement MEDUSA only on new jobs
as they were begun. To date, the system is operational on about
60% of the jobs in progress. As job site managers became aware

■ Keep daily cost and production by project
■ Provide an electronic "job folder" containing
- Contract documents
- Bid sheets
- Photographs
■ Keep subcontractor database describing subcontractor performance
■ Assist in job scheduling
■ Able to schedule equipment availability
■ Enable matching incurred costs with bids

■ Track daily costs and production by project
■ Create equipment utilization reports
■ Create equipment location reports
■ List hourly employees' qualifications inventory
- Skills
- Certifications
- Training
■ Create equipment repair orders
■ Create idle employee and idle equipment reports

■ Provide electronic mail
■ Provide company bulletin board for employees at remote sites
■ Provide vendor database
■ Provide marketing and customer tracking
■ Eliminate much paper flow
■ Create employee attendance reports

■ Eliminate duplicate data entry through uploads of field- entered data
■ Provide sharing of job folder information maintained by project
management
■ Payroll data entered at job sites using laptop computers and communications hardware
■ Data validation in the field
■ Material receipts recorded electronically in the field and transmitted
to the purchasing and accounts payable systems
JULY 1997
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Table 3. THEHARDWARE RECOMMENDATIONS
Servers
File�—�Compaq�486/80�with�2GB�hard�drive,�48MB�of�RAM,�SI;O�UNIX
operating system and tape backup
Fax�—�Compaq�486/66,�DOS�operating�system�and�tape�backup

'

Several existing 486/66s with 8MB of RAM

Low -cost 486/66s, each with a 250MB hard drive, 8MB of RAM, and
active matrix screen
Network Provider
Banyon Vines with 561(b T -1 data line and a 24- channel bank for voice
and data

of the information provided by the system, they asked to accelerate implem en tatio n. To d ate, th e biggest prob lem encountered has been fin ding accep table teleph on e co nn ections at
remote sites. Sometimes, telephone jacks in motels and at pay
phones are inadequate for reliable data communication.

ASTHEDUSTCLEARS

B

EC /Allwaste benefited because the company president
understood the technology, recognized the potential benefits of

a. Project location

Initial Entry

Operations

ject Loca

Equipment
a. Number
b. Description
c. Class

I

d. 0/R Identiiigatipll

Operations '
Rental Equipm
a. Number
b. Description
C, Class
d. O/R Identification
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the system, and supported the project firmly from the outset. His support for MEDUSA provided the im petus that
moved most employees to buy in to the new system.
With MEDUSA, m anagers at headquarters can ensure
that the right equipm ent is assigned to the right job and
that the right people are assigned to the equipment. Job
site m anagers now m ust account for each m achine each
day, must account for all employees each day, and must
provide the expected release date for each machine to
headquarters. This procedure has had a direct, bottom line impact by altering the company's use of rental equipment and by im proving utilization of owned equipm ent.
The old system provided no information on the utilization
of rental machines, which constitute about 25% of those
assigned to jobs. Previously, job site managers were hesitant to release rental equipm ent that was not used, thinking that they might use it again later. Now, management
knows within one day when rental equipment is idle and
can return rentals to the vendor promptly.
The parent company merged another operation into
BEC with completely different service lines. The work under
these service lines is rem unerated under time and m aterial
rates versus lump sum contract, and the project duration is
hours instead of weeks or months for the BEC core business.
As with the BEC core business, the projects are spread over a
wide geographical area. The success of MEDUSA created an
interest in extending its application to these service lines.
Staff is working on modifications that will create a seam less
package for payroll inform ation, custom er billing, employee
utilization reports, and equipment utilization reports from the

b. Employee Number

'b. Skill level

c. EmployeeAddress
d.PhoneNumber

Master
File

Equipment

a. Employee Name

� e.�Training�Info.

Project Management
a. Job Setup Sheet
h. Change Order Forms

Lotus
Notes
Database

Master
TFi
Job
Master
File

a. Job Name
b. Job Number
c. Job Description
d. Job Phase Numbers
e. Phase Descriptions
I. Job Status
g...$udget Amounts by Phase
h. Budget Quantities by Phase
i, Cost to Date by Phase

'0

data entered at the project site. The completed modifications will create a business system that integrates payroll,
billing, and accounts receivable from a
single source and will provide daily operating summaries for management. At
present, these service line documents
require the same data, as much as a week
old, to be entered and processed three
times to accomplish the same results.
The accounting staff has concluded
that MEDUSA has achieved most of
its stated goals. It overcame the communication barriers that created artificial
separations between functional departments, and MEDUSA now is considered
absolutely vital to the success of BEC /Allwaste. BEC managers can share information, collaborate, and communicate from
anywhere to anywhere. ■
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mployee stock options are an increasingly
popular form of compensation. Once viewed
primarily as a tool for compensating top
executives, options now are granted to employees
at all organizational levels. The popularity of
options undoubtedly will continue to increase,
but a major difficulty in the use of option plans is
determining the value of the options. This value
is important for compensation negotiations as
well as financial reporting. A method that company controllers can use to compute the value of
options is presented here.
Options are an important part of compensation packages because they provide employees
with a strong incentive to work toward increasing the value of the company's stock. Growing
companies, especially those in high -tech fields,
have found that stock options are an effective
means of compensating employees without tying
up scarce cash. The Revenue Reconciliation Act
of 1993 placed limits on compensation to highlevel executives, but those limits exclude performance -based compensation such as stock
options.
The presence of options in a compensation
package generates a valuable benefit to employees and an equal cost to employers. To be able to
evaluate a compensation package, both employees and employers will want to know how much
the stock options are worth. The Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 123
(SFAS 123), "Accounting for Stock -Based Compensation," requires that employers recognize
the value of options in the financial statements
or disclose this value in the notes.
Because employee stock options are not publicly traded, their value is not readily available.
JULY 1997

Compensation consultants use mathematical
models and specialized software to estimate
these values. We demonstrate here how to calculate option values using nothing more than a
simple spreadsheet program with the relevant
formulas for the spreadsheet and a description of
the information needed.

THESPREADSHEET

T he computations shown here are done on a
Lotus 1 -2 -3 spreadsheet. With minor modifications, the formulas can be adapted to other
spreadsheet software such as Corel's QuattroPro or Microsoft's Excel. The spreadsheet
approach presented here is based on the Black Scholes option - pricing modell as modified by
Noreen and Wolfson.2 The modified model uses
the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current stock price,
Option's exercise price,
Risk -free interest rate,
Expected life of the option,
Volatility of the stock price, and
Stock's expected dividend yield.

Figure 1 shows the computation of an option
value. The user enters the six input amounts in
cells C3 through C8, and the computer calculates
the option value in cell CIO. The input values
used in this example are from SFAS 123 (Appendix B, paragraph 289). The resulting option value is estimated at $17.15. The FASB used two
different mathematical models and calculated
values of $17.15 and $17.26. The slightly different results are a reminder that these models provideestimatedoption values. The two FASB esti-
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mates and the estimate from Figure 1
are within about 1% of one another. The
small differences among estimates are
probably due to differences in the treatment of dividends.
The intermediate computations that
the spreadsheet uses to calculate the
option's value appear in cells B13
through C19. They are shown in Figure
2. The formulas for these cells and for
the option value in cell CIO appear in
Table 1, p. 48. Although these formulas
are complex, they need to be entered
into the spreadsheet only once. After
they have been entered and saved, new
option values can be calculated by simply changing the six inputs in cells C3
through C8.
To construct the spreadsheet, enter
the formulas for cell C10 and also cells
B13 through B19 exactly as they appear
in Table 1. Notice the dollar signs in cell
B14; these are important and need to be
entered. Next, copy cells B14 through
B19 to cells C14 though C19. In the
resulting C14 cell, change the plus ( +)
sign in front of the "$B13/2" to a minus
( -) sign. To double check that your formulas are correct, compare the values
in your cells B13 through C19 with
those shown in Figure 2. The numbers
in those cells and the resulting option
value (in Figure 1) should be the same

Black - Scholes Option- Pricing Model with Dividends

Current Stock Price

50

Exercise Price

50

Risk -Free Interest Rate

0.075

Expected Life of Option

6

Volatility

0.3

Dividend Yield

0.025

OPTIONVALUE

17.152074

N

w

Intermediate Computations
0.54

U_

c�
w
ckf

0.775672

0.040824

0.775672

0.040824

0.295298

0.398610

0.847689

0.990632

0.741528

1.213511

0381029

0.516282

a s y o u r nu mb e r s . D e p e nd i ng u p o n t he

CD

Calculation of Volatility and Dividend Yield

Date

Price

30- Dec -93

12.250
12.875

3- Jas -94

Dividend

Daily

Instantaneous

Return

Return

0

0

0.0510

12.625

0.2

- 0.0039

- 0.0039

5- Jan -94

12.625

0

0.0000

0.0000

6- Jan -94

12.500

0

- 0.0099

- 0.0100

O-Q"

12875

0

0.0198

0.0196

304111
9 94

13.000

0

0.0097

0.0097

Daily Variance

0.0004

Number of Days

252

Annual Variance

0.0900

Annual Standard Deviation 1Vo1atility►

0,3000

Dividend Yield
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INFORMATIONNEEDEDTO
AN OPTION'S VALUE
T hr e e of t he s i x a mo u nt s r e q u i re d t o

1
e s t i ma t e t h e va lu e o f a n opt ion a r e

obtained easily. First, the exercise price
comes directly from the option contract.
Two other am ounts -the current stock
price and the risk -free interest rate can be found in a daily newspaper. The
ideal risk -free interest rate is the yield
on zero - coupon U.S. government issues
th at m a tu r e at th e s am e t im e a s th e
options. A second -best alternative is the
yield on zero - coupon U.S. debt maturing
near the option's expiration date. Third best is the yield on interest - bearing U.S.
de b t ma t u r ing a r o u nd t ha t t i me .
T he f o ur t h i npu t i s the e xpe c t e d li f e

of the option. The FASB recomm ends
basing the estim ate of the option's

46

0.0498

4- Jan -94

com puter hardware or software used,
the am ounts may differ slightly in
the fifth or sixth decimal place. The
option value, rounded to two decim al
places, will not be affected by these
differences.
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Illustration of how one company recognizes the valueof stock options in itsfinancial statement.
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■
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expected life on three principal factors:
The vesting period of the grant,
which is the minimum length of time
the employee must hold the option
before it becomes exercisable. The
FASB believes the expected life of
the option will vary inversely with
the vesting period; i.e., the longer the
vesting period, the shorter the
length of time after the end of the
vesting period before the option is
exercised.
The average length of time that similar options have remained outstanding in the past.
The expected volatility (discussed
below) of the underlying stock.
Again, the FASB believes that
options for highly volatile stock will
be exercised more quickly than stock
with a lower volatility. (SFAS 123,
paragraph 280)

The fifth input, dividend yield, is the
expected annual dividend to be paid
during the life of the option divided by
the average market price of the stock.
This amount is more difficult to esti-

mate than the previous four. Both dividends and market prices need to be projected over the life of the option. Most
companies base their estimates of
future dividend yields on yields actually achieved in the past, with modifications for anticipated changes. A standard assumption used in most
option - pricing models, including the
Black - Scholes model, is that dividend
yield will be constant over the life of the
option. Although that assumption is
rarely true in practice, the calculated
option value will be reasonably accurate
if the estimated yield is close to its long run average.
The sixth input is volatility. It is the
tendency of a stock price to fluctuate
over time. As with dividend yield, the
model calls for a prediction of the
future. In practice, the estimate of
volatility is based on past performance.
Volatility is measured as the standard
deviation of a stock's returns.
Figure 3 shows how volatility and
dividend yield can be calculated on a
separate spreadsheet. The closing
prices of a company's stock for each
trading day during a one -year period

are collected and entered in cells B6
(the last trading day of the previous
year) through B258. Per -share dividends also are collected and entered
into cells C6 through C258. It is important to note that the dividends are
recorded as of their ex- dividend dates.
Next, the daily returns on the stock are
calculated in cells D7 through D258.
The daily return is the price change
plus the dividend divided by the previous day's price. Because of the assumptions made by the Black - Scholes model
about how stock prices change, the
returns must be converted from daily
returns to instantaneous returns. This
conversion is done in cells E7 through
E258. Cells E260 through E263 calculate the stock's volatility. The annual
standard deviation shown in cell E263
is the estimate of volatility that is used
in the option - pricing model. Finally, cell
E264 calculates the stock's dividend
yield. (The number of rows used will
depend on the number of trading days
in one year. If your price and dividend
data end before row 258, adjust the formulas for cells E260, E261, and E264 to
end with the cell where your data end.)
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a shorter time period are
more reflective of what is
expected for the future. For
example, a company that
recently had sold a major
Option Value (Figure 1)
subsidiary would want to
C10
+C3*B19/OEXP(C6*C8i-C4*C19/@EXP(C5*C6i
base its estimate of future
volatility on actual volatiliIntermediate Computations (Figure 2)
ty experienced after the
B13
+C7A2*C6
sale. Or a company that has
B14 (@LN($C3/$C4)+$C5*$C6-$Ce*$C6+$B13/2i/0
just begun to pay dividends
SQRT($B131
would base its estimate of
dividend yield on the period
815
@ABS(B14)
when dividends were paid.
B16
®EXP(B15A2/-2)/2.506628
If volatility is estimated
817
1/0+1315*0.2316419)
over a period of time other
B18 0.31938153*B17-0.356563782*B17A2+
than one year, the formula
1.781477937*B17A3-1.821255978*617^4+
in
cell E262 of Table 1
1.330274429*617A5
should be modified by dividB19 QF(B14>0,1-816*B18,1316*B18)
ing by the number of years
C14 (®LN($C3/$C4)+$C5*$C6--$C8*$C6-$613/2)/0
used in the estimation
SQRT($B13)
period. For example, if
C15 @ABS(C14)
volatility is estimated over
three years, the formula
C16
@EXP(C15A2/-2)/2.506628
for cell E262 should be
C17
1 /1 415 *0,2316419)
" +E260 *E261/3." If volatiliC18 0.31938153*C17-0.356563782*C17A2+
ty is estimated over six
1.781477937*C17A3-1,821255978*C11A4+
months, the formula in cell
1.330274429*C17A5
E262 is " +E260 *E261 *2."
C19 QRC1441-C16*CI8,C16 *C18►
Similarly, if dividend yield
Calculation of Volatility (Figure 3)
is estimated for a period of
time other than a year, then
Daily Retum
the formula in cell E264
D7
(B7+C7-86)/136
should be divided by the
D8
(B8+C8-B7)/B7
number of years in the estiD258 (132584258-13251)/13251
mation period.
Collecting daily stock
Instantaneous Return
prices can be time- consumE7
®LN(1+D7)
ing. The use of weekly stock
E8
0LN0 +08)
prices instead of daily
E258 0LN(1 +D258)
prices will reduce the
Special Computations
amount of information that
E260 OVAR(E7.1258)
has to be collected and will
provide a measure of
E261 000 UNT(E7..E258)
volatility that is almost as
E262 +E260*E261
accurate. If weekly prices
E263 OSQRT(E262)
are used, enter the diviE264 4SUM(C7..C258)/0AVG(B7..6258)
dends in the week that the
stock goes ex- dividend. No
The formulas for each cell in Figure 3
other adjustments to the spreadsheet
are in Table 1.
formulas are necessary.
The example shown in Figure 3 computed volatility and dividend yield over
USINGTHEOPTION-PRICING
a one -year period of time. Theoretically,
SPREADSHEET
the length of time used to estimate
these inputs should be the one that is
o this point, we have demonstrated
expected to provide the best estimate of
how to construct the option -value
the future. Measurements of volatility
spreadsheet. Also, we have described
and dividend yield over a shorter period
the six information elements needed to
of time usually are not reflective of
calculate the value. Three of these elelong -run behavior, yet there may be cirments —the current stock price, the
cumstances where measurements over
option's exercise price, and the risk -free

T
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interest rate —come either from the
option contract or the business pages of
the newspaper. One element —the
expected life of the option —must be
estimated based on past experience and
other factors. The last two elements —
the volatility of the stock price and the
stock's expected dividend yield —must
be calculated using the spreadsheet
shown in Figure 3. With this spreadsheet and the required information, the
option value is calculated automatically.
Now it is very simple to see how
changes in any of the inputs in cells C3
through C8 affect the resulting estimate. For example, if the risk -free interest rate in Figure 1 is changed from
0.075 to 0.065, the option value in cell
C10 immediately changes from $17.15
to $16.17. Dividend yield and volatility
are the two most difficult inputs to estimate, and accountants will want to
know how sensitive the estimate of
option value is to changes in them.
Other "what if" questions can be
answered just as easily. Designers of
compensation plans can see the effect of
changes to any or all of the six inputs on
an option's value with just a few keystrokes. For example, if the exercise
price is changed to $60 (instead of $50),
the resulting option value falls to
$14.18. Then, if expected life is
increased from six to 10 years, the
option value increases to $18.19.
The spreadsheet presented gives a
sound estimate of employee stock option
values. This estimate is needed for
effective management of compensation
packages and for required financial
statement footnote disclosures. After
the formulas have been entered, the
spreadsheet is very easy to use and
allows you to value employee stock
options without purchasing special software. Then you can design stock option
contracts in conjunction with other
forms of compensation to meet your
company's goals. ■
Dean Crawfo rd , C PA, P h.D. , is an as s is tant
professor of ac counting at SUNY- Os wego.
Diana R. Franz, C P A, Ph. D. , is an as sis tant
profes so r of acc ounting at the Univers ity of
Toledo . G. Rob ert S mith, Jr., CP A, Ph.D. , is an
as sis tant profess or of ac co unting at Aub urn
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Cenificateof9cerit
BY HAROLDP. ROTH, CMA,
ANDCARLE.KELLER,JR.
o be successful in today's changing
environment, companies must
simultaneously consider many different factors in their planning and
control activities. The success of many
companies may depend on three factors: quality, profitability, and environmental responsibility. To develop
strategies for competing in the future,
managers and accountants need to
understand how these factors interact.
Our purpose here is to consider the
relationship of quality, profitability,
and environmental responsibility to
determine if they are diverse goals or
common objectives.
During the last two decades, U.S.
companies learned that quality is a
vital element in the marketplace. Manufacturers began improving the quality
of their processes, products, and services after foreign competitors captured a significant share of the market.
The concept of quality encompasses
many views and numerous methods of
evaluation. Currently, many companies
embrace a total quality management
(TQM) philosophy. Table 1 shows the
attributes of TQM.
The TQM philosophy is driven by
the need to satisfy internal as well as
external customers. Internal customers
are persons within the company who
receive products and services from
intracompany transfers. External customers include all parties outside the
company who interact with company
personnel in any function or department. In addition to customers who
buy the company's products, these parties include banks, suppliers, and governmental agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service, the Securities &
Exchange Commission, and state tax
departments.
The processes, products, and services
of a company must be of high quality
to satisfy customers. Although qualit,'
can be evaluated using various criteria, one study has identified several
dimensions of product and service
quality. Table 2 lists them.
While the dimensions shown in
Table 2 relate to outputs and are those
that customers evaluate, inputs and

internal processes also must be of high
quality in a TQM environment. Table 3
shows characteristics of high - quality
processes.
To satisfy customers, companies
need processes, products, and services
that possess the characteristics shown
in Tables 2 and 3. Also, companies need
to recognize that these characteristics
may be vital in determining whether
they are profitable and environmentally responsible.

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY
he phrase "environmental responsiT
bility" has different meanings to different people. For some, it means complying with laws and regulations relating
to pollution, waste disposal, and other
environmental issues. For others, environmental responsibility means striving toward sustainable development.
Sustainable development refers to an
environmental state that exists when
the present inhabitants of the Earth
are able to satisfy their needs without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.1
Environmental attitudes may be
shown on a continuum with one end
representing "light - green" attitudes
and the other end representing "dark green" attitudes. Figure 1 illustrates
this continuum and provides a comparison of several differences in the two
attitudes. Advocates of sustainable
development are considered "dark green" in environmental matters.

• Customer-driven quality.
• Strong quality leadership from top
management.
• Continuous improvement in business
operations and work activities.
• Decision making based on facts, data,
and analysis.
• Employee participation in achieving
organizational quality goals.
Source:USGeneralAccountingOffice

In Table 4, light -green individuals
are satisfied to fulfill their obligation
to the environment by complying with
laws and regulations. They generally
support activities that are environmentally friendly as long as the costs of
these activities do not exceed the benefits. Activities that often satisfy this
cost/benefit analysis include waste
reduction, recycling, and energy
management.
Individuals with a dark -green philosophy have a very different view of
their responsibility. Generally, dark greens believe the environment is in a
crisis situation. They support the concept of sustainable development, which
has different implications for business
than the light -green philosophy.
Sustainable development implies
that the need exists for both intergenerational and intragenerational equity.
Intergenerational equity refers to fairness between generations, while intragenerational equity refers to fairness
between contemporaries. Except for
these broad generalizations, however,
economists and environmentalists do
not agree on how to attain sustainable
development. Some believe sustainable
development can occur only if the stock
of natural resources (for example,
trees, water, and wildlife) does not
decline. Others believe that sustainable development requirements can be
met even though the Earth's natural
assets are changed into buildings,
highways, and other physical assets.2
Regardless of their philosophy, companies can undertake many environmentally responsible activities. Those
activities could include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Reusing parts, supplies, and so forth;
Recycling;
Eliminating or reducing pollution;
Manufacturing products that are
recyclable;
Reducing unnecessary packaging;
Reducing waste;
Reducing energy consumption;
Manufacturing energy efficient
products;
Manufacturing products with longer
lives;
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■ Manufacturing products that are
easy to repair;
■ Reclaiming products from
consumers.
These activities can be considered by
most companies regardless of their philosophy. Light -green companies, however, probably will adopt only those practices that are required by law or that
currently have a positive ratio of benefits to costs. Because light -green companies do not believe the natural envi-

ronment is in crisis, they are not proactive in environmental matters. Dark green individuals and companies
believe the environment is in crisis,
and they may use criteria other than
economic costs and benefits to evaluate
activities. For example, they may consider the future state of the environment when making product decisions
in areas such as design and development. These decisions also may include
quality issues when the product is
being evaluated.

QUALITYANDENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY

M

Performance: A product's primary operating characteristics.
features: The "bells and whistles" of a
product.
Reliability: The probability of a product's
surviving over a specified period of
time under stated conditions of use.
Conformance: The degree to which physical and performance characteristics
of a product match preestablished
standards.
Durability, The amount of use one gets
from a product before it physically
deteriorates or until replacement is
preferable.
Serviceability: The ability to repair a
product quickly and easily.
Aesthetics: How a product looks, feels,
sounds, tastes, or smells.
Perceived quality: Subjective assessment
resulting from image, advertising, or
brand names.

Time: How much time must a customer
wait?
Timeliness: Will a service be performed
when promised?
Completeness: Are all items in the order
included?
Courtesy: Do frontline employees greet
each customer cheerfully?
Consistency: Are services delivered in the
same fashion for every customer and
every time for the same customer?
Accessibility and convenience: Is the
service easy to obtain?
Accuracy: Is the service performed right
the first time?
Responsiveness: Can service personnel
react quickly and resolve unexpected
problems?
SourceJamesW.Dean,Jr.,andJamesREvans,Total
Ouality:ManagementOrganization,andStrategy,Min -

neapolis/St.Paul,WestPublishing Co.,1994,pp.B,10 .
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any of the characteristics of high quality processes and products are consistent with environmental responsibility. For example, the dimensions of
quality for products shown in Table 2
include performance, reliability, durability, and serviceability. When performance is improved, products may use
less energy and be more efficient.
When products are more reliable or
their life is extended through increased
durability or serviceability, fewer
resources are required to manufacture
replacement products.
Several characteristics of service
quality have a direct relationship with
environmental responsibility. They
include timeliness, consistency, and
accuracy. When services are provided
in a timely and consistent manner,
there is no need to expend energy and
resources to follow up with second
requests. Likewise, if services are performed correctly the first time, resources are conserved because errors
need not be corrected.
All the characteristics in Table 3
appear to be compatible with environmental responsibility. When output
meets customers' needs, fewer product
repairs and returns result in resource
and energy savings. When processes
are more energy efficient and less
wasteful, they are more compatible
with the natural environment.
Although theoretical arguments may
support the idea that quality and environmental responsibility are compatible, empirical studies have produced
mixed results. One study of bathroom
tissues supports the idea that high quality products may be environmentally friendly. In that study of 44
brands, two brands of environmentally

friendly, unbleached tissues ranked in
the top 10. Although both brands of
unbleached tissues performed well in
the study, they were expensive when
compared with their competitors.3
Another consumer product with
environmental consequences is laundry
detergent. To lessen the impact of
detergents on water quality, manufacturers produce nonphosphorous versions of leading brands. A study of the
phosphorous versus nonphosphorous
versions of the same brand found that
overall performance of phosphorous
detergents matched or exceeded the
performance of the nonphosphorous
detergents. Yet many nonphosphorous
products were almost as good as the
best phosphorous brands, and they
were much better than the worst phosphorous brands.4
Perhaps no consumer product has
generated more environmental controversy than disposable diapers.5 In one
study of 16 brands conducted in day

■ Output satisfies process customers.
■ Output meets specification limits.
■ There is low variability in process
activities.
■ There is minimal or no unnecessary
waste.
■ Necessary waste and scrap are reused
or recycled.
■ Operations are energy efficient.

care centers, three brands with
biodegradable outer plastic sheets
ranked 8th, 14th, and 15th in estimated quality.6 Overall, these biodegradable sheet brands were not as satisfactory as the other brands. Apparently,
disposable diapers need further development before they satisfy consumers'
environmental and quality concerns.

DARK-GREENVS.LIGHT-GREEN:
ADILEMMA

A

lthough many aspects of quality are
compatible with environmental responsibility, a company's performance usually is measured in terms of profits.
Therefore, companies will be motivated
to undertake environmental projects
and manufacture environmentally
friendly products if the projects and
products impact on profits favorably.

The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
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Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA designation — the only certification
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The Institute of Management Accountants is
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Re g iste r now f or ful ly c omp ute r - base d e x am be g inning in De c e mbe r.

Most U.S. companies recently have
recognized that higher quality results
in higher profits. There are two reasons. First: Higher quality results in
less scrap and lower rework costs, leading to higher profits. Second: Higher
quality results in a larger market share
with corresponding higher profits.
Studies support the idea that TQM
has a positive impact on profits. One
summary of 20 studies on quality concluded that "TQM is having a widespread, generally positive impact on
organization performance, that nonfinancial measures of performance are
affected first followed by a variable but
often substantial impact on financial
measures of performance." 7
When quality improvements result
in less waste and lower energy usage,
one would expect profits to increase. A
study of the quality practices at Globe
Metallurgical, Inc., a Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award winner, confirms this expectation: "...Globe has
virtually eliminated out -of- specification
shipments. Improved consistency of
manufacturing operations has increased production and reduced energy
consumption, a big cost savings for
Globe. As a result of quality improvements and waste reduction, Globe cut
costs by $17 million —or 15% of sales
revenue —from 1986 to 1990. And the
company expects $4 million in savings
this year. "s
The relationship between environmental responsibility and profits is not
as clear as the relationship between
quality and profits. Many writers,
including Vice President Al Gore, suggest that projects that benefit the environment lead to improved profitability.
Gore points to 3M Company's "Pollution Prevention Pays" program to show
that environmental responsibility
increases profits.9
Although there are win -win situations, other writers do not believe all
environmental projects will result in
improved profits. Supporters of this
view believe that environmental expenditures are growing rapidly and provide little chance of any economic payback for most companies.lo
The relationship between environmental responsibility and profitability
becomes even more suspect if one
adopts a dark -green attitude. Sustainable development and profitability may
be incompatible because economic
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activity requires use of resources.
Cairmcross describes the situation as
follows:
"Many people hope that economic
growth can be made environmentally
benign. It never truly can. Most economic activity involves using up energy and raw materials; this, in turn, creates waste that the planet has to
absorb. Green growth is therefore a
chimera. But greener growth is possible. The history of technology has been
about squeezing more output from the
same volume of raw materials. Governments can dramatically reduce the
environmental harm done by growth if
they create incentives for companies to
use raw materials more frugally.

""

CMA
REVIEW
Self -Study Course
Books, Audio Tapes, and
Interactive Software
20 +Years of Successful Candidates

Malibu Publishing Co.
1- 800 - 847 -7723
Fax 1- 541 - 899 -9972
C irc le No . 23

Similarly, Rob Gray notes that production may conflict with dark -green
environmental responsibility because
products may represent a form of
waste. To support a dark -green philosophy, individuals must make and use
less, but corporate success depends on
producing more. Thus, a fundamental
conflict exists between success as it is
currently measured and dark -green
environmental responsibility. Gray
does not believe businesses can solve
this dilemma, even if they want to,
without a change in the financial,
social, and ethical frameworks that
exist in the world.12
If Gray is correct in his observation,
the only feasible approach in a world
where economic profits measure success is to operate using a light -green
attitude. Even if a company's managers
believe the natural environment is in
crisis, they may not be able to operate
in a manner that fully supports a dark green philosophy. But light -green activities such as minimizing waste,
improving quality, conserving energy,
recycling, and adhering to pollution
control laws and regulations are necessary. Companies that want to be environmentally responsible can adopt
these practices, but societal and
investor attitudes probably will have to
change before company operations fully support sustainable development.

THEACCOUNTANTS'ROLE:
CHANGINGTOGREEN

T

he accountants' role in supporting
quality and environmental responsibility activities depends on the attitude
adopted by the company. With a light green attitude, accountants can help by
using their expertise to modify and
change the planning and control systems to support quality and environmental improvement efforts. Accountants may need to change their
practices in the areas of capital investment analysis, standard costs, performance measures, and disclosures.
In the capital investment area,
accountants can help managers by
including quality and environmental
benefits in the analysis. If a proposed
project is more energy efficient or produces less pollution than an alternative, those factors should be included
in the analysis. The financial data
should include any cost savings result-

ing from lower energy usage. If the
company must control pollution, the
financial impact should be recognized.
Although pollution that is not regulated may not represent a cost to the
company, the pollution is still a cost to
society. Pollution that cannot be evaluated using dollars can be included in
the analysis as a qualitative factor.
Also, accountants may help companies
become environmentally responsible
by revising standard costs to indicate
the waste that is inherent in the production process. When standard costs
include an allowance for waste or inefficiencies, the cost system does not
encourage improvements in performance. If waste or inefficiency is present in the process, standard costs
should exclude any waste allowance.
This practice would encourage the
reporting of the cost of waste as a
variance.
In addition to variances for waste,
other performance measures could be
developed for quality and environmental items. Many quality measures have
been reported in the literature.13 Environmental measures could 'include
such items as energy usage, waste
reduction, and water pollution.
In the reporting function, accountants can encourage their companies to
disclose environmental matters in
annual reports. Although some environmental issues are covered under current Financial Accounting Standards
Board and Securities & Exchange Commission requirements, others are not.14
Full disclosures of environmental and
quality data would provide customers,
creditors, and stockholders with a more
comprehensive evaluation of the company's performance.
If companies adopt a dark -green
philosophy, the role of accountants
may change. For example, methods
other than discounted cash flow techniques may be needed for evaluating
capital investment projects. Although
the discounted cash flow techniques
are theoretically correct, often there
are problems in calculating cash flows
and determinin g the appropriate discount rate. These methods also ignore
any costs to society that are not recognized as costs to the company. In a
dark -green environment, financial
data may be superseded by qualitative
environmental data in the investment
analysis.

Furthermore, accountants may need
to develop new performance measures
for dark -green companies. These measures may reflect aspects of performance other than financial measures.
Perhaps a measure could be developed
to determine progress toward sustainable development. At the least, measures should be able to reflect energy
consumption and waste outputs.
Changes also are needed in reporting formats for disclosing environmental activity. Perhaps balance sheets
and income statements can be developed to reflect environmental performance in nonfinancial terms. Creativity will be needed to develop reports
that support the sustainable development philosophy.

NEWDIRECTIONS

A lthough accountants can help analyze the impact of quality and environmental responsibility on profitability,
the compatibility of these factors
depends on the philosophy adopted by
the company. Generally, quality and

profitability are compatible objectives,
and many improvements in quality are
consistent with environmental responsibility. Many environmentally friendly
activities, however, may not be compatible with profitability goals. Generally,
current performance measures do not
support sustainable development objectives. If society decides that dark -green
environmental responsibility is desirable, then more comprehensive performance measures are needed to evaluate a company's performance. The
accounting profession can provide a
valuable service to society by developing and refining these comprehensive
performance measures. ■

Harold P. Roth, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is a professor of accounting at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. He is a past president of the
Knoxville Chapter of the IMA, through which
this article was submitted. Professor Roth can
be reached at (423) 974.1766.
Carl E. Keller, Jr., Ph.D., is an assistant professor of accounting at Coastal Carolina University in Conway, S.C. He can be reached at (803)
349 -2683.
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There's a lot more at stake. The puzzle is
more complex. The job is bigger than ever.
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tomorrow —will have to clear hurdles and
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management function.
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TRANSACTIONS THAT MAY PROMPT

E

ReportingProblems

BYJACK R. ETHRIDGE,CPA,
ANDVIOLETROGERS,CPA
n today's highly environmentally
conscious climate, it is essential
that companies comply with a multitude of regulations concerning environmentally friendly behavior. Such
regulations cover everything from prevention of pollution to cleanup and
restoration of the environment. When
these regulations apply to a company's
operating conditions, the company may
be faced with corresponding financial
statement reporting complications.
Federal and state laws and mandates form the basis for environmental
financial statement reporting requirements. If a company does not comply
with such requirements, it may be
charged with an illegal act' followed by
a fine, lawsuit, and/or contingency.2
Consequently, management accounting
is faced with potential reporting problems. Even in instances where a company is attempting to comply, certain
transactions may trigger disclosure
requirements, so the following ones
should be approached with caution.
Real estate. The sale, purchase, or
lease of real estate can be an especially
troublesome transaction. For instance,
when contaminated real estate is sold,
the seller runs the risk of nondisclosure of hazardous waste contamination.9 Even in cases in which the real
estate is considered clean at the time
of sale, subsequent attempts to determine the date of contamination may be
imprecise and result in passing risk
and the burden of liability back to any
previous owner.
A purchase of real estate creates
similar problems. Buyers may be
asked, forced, or sued to clean up contamination caused by them or other
parties. Consequently, what appears to
be an asset may turn into an even
larger liability.4 To protect themselves,
purchasers should attempt to acquire

"Clean"maynotbecleanwhenitcomesto
realestate,securedtransactions,bankruptcies,
andmergersandacquisitions.
an "innocent land owner defense"
before closing the transaction. To earn
such a defense, the purchaser must
make "all" reasonable inquiries into
possible hazardous waste contamination and document these actions in
closing papers.
Lessor and lessee transactions also
may be troublesome. Upon leasing real
estate, landlords should inspect, repair,
and/or report defects that constitute
unreasonable risk of harm. Lessors
should be aware that they can be held
liable for hazardous waste disposal.5
Secured transactions. Other problems
arise when the real estate transaction
is secured or "owner financed." Secured
creditors should realize that contami-

nation, cleanup cost, and other unrelated financial constraints may push purchasers into bankruptcy and force sellers to reacquire properties through
foreclosure. Upon reacquisition (foreclosure), "previous sellers, now owners"
may once again become potentially
responsible parties (PRPs) even if PRP
status was defeated successfully or
avoided at the time of the sale. To
escape such a liability, secured parties
should avoid participating in management of the contaminated property,
remain in the lending capacity, and
attempt to transfer the property as
quickly as possible.6 Additionally,
lenders should be cautious and consider obtaining environmental impairment liability coverage or engage enviJULY 1997
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ronmental audits on loans "before foreclosure," or do both, thus giving the
lender opportunities to abandon foreclosure efforts.7

tion amounts to a "de facto consolidation or merger," the purchasing corporation is merely a continuation of the
selling corporation, or the transaction
was entered into fraudulently in an
attempt to escape liability.
In addition, management should
make itself aware of potential off -site
liabilities, including those associated
with places where waste was
disposed.11 Some of these liabilities
can be so severe that the corporate
shield is threatened and employees
may be considered operators of the
company.12 Risk may be decreased by
using warranties and indemnifications,
but these measures may not cover private third parties and often are only as
good as the financial soundness of the
other party When off -site liabilities are
suspected, the acquiring company
should ensure that all pertinent documents— including proofs of permits,
records of dumping sites, records of
compliance, the seller's insurance contract, and the like— survive closing and
are transferred to the new company. It
also may be helpful to define the word
"liability" in sales papers, as some sellers may assume that "liability" applies
only to a specific adjudication.

Bankruptcies. Fundamental conflicts
exist between recovery objectives of the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act of 1980 (CERCLA)8 and the objectives of bankruptcy law9 Under a
CERCLA recovery effort combined
with a bankruptcy, the government
usually is an unsecured creditor without a priority standing and must share
in distributions accordingly. To make
matters worse, trustees of the bankrupt estate may attempt to abandon
contaminated property as, supposedly,
a purchaser for unmarketable properties cannot be found. If trustees are
allowed abandonment, states may be
forced to take over properties and submit unsecured claims for cleanup and
damages. If trustees are not allowed
abandonment, costs of maintaining the
contaminated property are treated as
administrative and are given a much
earlier distribution level. Thus, by
holding out for "no right of abandonment," states receive a preferred standing in the order of distribution of the
bankrupt estate and overwhelmingly
increase their chances of receiving real
dollars for management of the contaminated property.

T o begin to manage risk exposure,

Mergers and acquisitions. Similar problems exist with mergers and acquisitions. To avoid complications, the
acquiring company must assess each
facility currently or previously owned,
leased, or operated by the target company. To determine if newly acquired
sites may pose a problem, the acquiring company also should consult state
and federal agencies and surveys of
potentially hazardous sites.
Even the form of acquisition may
make a difference. Notini states that,
in the case of mergers, a successor
clearly assumes the liabilities of a predecessor and undertakes the merged
corporation's PRP liabilities.10 When a
successor merely purchases assets of
another corporation, however, the
courts may render less predictable verdicts. It is more likely that liabilities
will be imposed when the purchasing
corporation expressly or by implication
agrees to assume liability, the transac-

certain steps must be taken. First,
before any of the aforementioned
transactions occur, caution must be
exercised. If the company is planning
to sell property, management should
consider documenting its cleanliness at
the disposal date by conducting an
environmental assessment Or environmental audit.13 But even with these
precautions, problems may arise
because the environmental audit findings, which may be reportable by law,
may turn up unacceptable conditions.14
If the transactions have occurred, a
review of minutes and the general
ledger should reveal potential problems. If complications exist, the next
step is to review closing sales papers,
pre-sale agreements, management's
position concerning disclosure and
severity of contamination, and cleanup
cost recovery liens incurred through
CERCLA or applicable state Superfund
laws. In addition, the management
accountant should assess sales con-
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tracts for evidence of limiting contractual obligations requiring sellers to pay
only part of potentially assessed fees.
As always, if a problem is noticed, legal
counsel should be notified.
The management accountant also
should realize that assessment of a
real estate transaction is not a onetime decision. The clean -up process
may take years, and it may be difficult
to determine the guilty parties and
exactly when clean is clean. Furthermore, even if your company is not
named a PRP initially, you may not be
off the hook forever. At some point, other PRPs may seek you out in an
attempt to spread damages around and
reduce their share of joint and several
liability.15
Finally, there are several other risks
that must be monitored, including
decreased valuation of contaminated
properties on the balance sheet. Under
unfavorable circumstances, it is possible that contaminated assets may
become unmarketable, that contingencies associated with toxic torts may
arise, and that previous assets may
turn into liabilities. The bottom line in
risk minimization: Use common sense
when making decisions concerning
properties. ■
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FlexelInternational,
ProvidingAccess
to Information
The Internet will revolutionize the way
we do business.
Stefan R. Bothe
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND JAMES HART
efore founding Flexilnternational
Software, Inc., in 1991, CEO Stefan
Bathe and his long -time pal Jim
Schenck cut their teeth at Computer
Associates, then turned around Geac
Computer Corp. Not content to reap the
rewards of senior executiveship at someone
else's company, they made a pact to start
their own. They sensed the time was right
when client /server computing came along
in the late 1980s. It "would level the playing field," Bathe says, giving newcomers a
fairly equal shot at success if they had the
right tools and technologies. Leaders from
the mainframe, mid - range, and PC eras
wouldn't necessarily be the leaders in
client /server.
Flexi went against the grain from the
start by building its financial software
applications from the ground up, incorporating component object- oriented technology, "which most companies were pooh poohing at the time," Bathe recounts.
Although the initial work was time consuming because of all the details that had to
be built in, the result was a flexible system
that could change as a business changed.
The critical piece, Bothe explains, was giving customers, especially controllers and
other members of the financial function,
access to information they need to run the
business without creating data logjams
that prevent the daily routine work from
flowing smoothly. It meant combining the
power of the old legacy systems with the
flexibility of PC software. Component
object technology and an open architec-

B

ture seemed the way to go.
The company bolted to the forefront
almost immediately after it started selling
its financial products in 1993, skipping
over other client /server contenders and
meeting enterprise solution providers SAP
and PeopleSoft head -on. Although it has
experienced more than 100% growth over
the lost four years, it isn't as well known as
other high -end software companies. That
fact doesn't disturb Flexi's leaders because
they believe technology is undergoing a
paradigm shift from which they are poised
to profit. Component technology and a solid partnership with Microsoft will allow
them to leverage the power of the Internet
in a cost- effective way for their customers,
especially controllers and financial
managers.
: Could you elaborate on the way
Q
client /server would level the playing field?
If you look at our accounting software
industry in increments of decades, in the
1960s we had mainframe computing. In
the '70s we had mid -range computing. In
the '80s we had PC computing, and in the
early '90s we had client /server. Each of
those platforms was a major technology
paradigm shift, bringing in new software
companies. There was no inherent advantage of having been a leader in a prior
paradigm shift because never did a leader
of a preceding paradigm become a leader
in a subsequent paradigm. Could you tell
me where MSA , M cCo rmick & Dodge,

and Ross Systems are today?
Interestingly, we're still doing accounting
the same way we did in the 1970s and
1980s. We post, we allocate the data, we
do the other pieces of accounting, but the
technology available for accountants has
changed. We aren't really in the accounting software business; we're in the information access business. My mission statement actually says, "Deliver faster, better
access to information for faster, better decision making," because that's ultimately
what controllers, management accountants, and financial managers are all
about.
I'm often asked, "Does technology really
matter to a controller? How about functions /features ?" Of course they matter, but
only to the extent the system performs the
jobs the finance function needs and data
access is easy. In the mainframe days, a
huge amount of data was processed fast,
but getting to the data was very difficult.
But technology has changed. Take databases, for example. If you go through a
gateway instead of accessing the database natively, the procedure can be cumbersome. It's the easy way to get to multiple databases, but it isn't the efficient way.
Performance is slow. Business changes so
quickly now, and the changes are so

immense, if you don't have a system that
adapts to those changes — whether you're
buying a new company, divesting yourself
of a company, or adding a new product
line —you won't be competitive in your
industry.
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payable data entry object. That object is
connected to an approval process, which
between gateway and native?
is another object. Or you could have a foreign currency component that deals with
It's like buying a car. When you buy a car thesophisticated changes in currency
you assume it has four tires, a steering
translation. For example, as wemove into
wheel, and everything else it needs. But
Europe, how will everybody deal with the
what makes one technology system differ- European currencywithintheECU? That's
ent from another is what makes a station dealt with in my currency object. In the trawagon different from a Porsche. It's the
ditional looping application, anytime you
architecture, the technology of the car, not madeachangeyou brokesomething. In a
the tires and the steering wheel.
truecomponent -based system, as long as I
A gateway is another layer between
haven't broken any of the connecting
you and the database that at the highest pieces to the next component, like in a
common denominator translates the data Legoset, I can change an object easily. As
so you can access thedatabases. It does other companies adheretocomponent
not take advantage of what makes a
technology and industry standards, then
Sybase database different from IBM's
the integration of other packages becomes
database or from Oracle's. Each one of
much easier than in the old days when
those databases exists for a reason of
you had to worry about different technoloarchitectural differences. When you as a gy standards and different interfaces.
client have gone through an exhaustive
evaluation to pick the database of your
: How will object technology affect the
choice, and I come along and say, "Well
industry going forward?
I'm glad you picked Oracle, but I don't
take advantage of anything that Oracle
The ability to change an application easily
does. I'm going to get to Oracle through a is a security blanket to companies that
gateway," what that means is I'll get you may want to add different kinds of busito the data, but I won't take advantage of ness. If I'm an insurancecompany that has
the performance characteristics of that
been only in the life insurance business,
database. You're going to have poor per- tomorrow I may want to get into the reinformance. You'regoing to wonder why it surancebusiness also. Object technology
takes you so much longer to process data allows this. Where does all that lead? Sysor why it takes you so much longer to
tems must integratewith other systems, so
close the books.
industry standards and open systems
It's an expensive effort on Flexi's part to become very important. In the very long
write native drivers for each of the differ- run, maybe five years out, you're not
ent databases, but we've got to make that going to buy ledgers from me the way you
investment. You as a client benefit from
buy ledgers today. You will buy somecomthat in the long run, and that's why I can
ponents from meand other components
show you1.7 million transactions per hour from different vendors.
on Sybase, 2.4 million transactions per
Let's say you're in the healthcare busihour on NT SQL Server, up to five million ness. I'll provide you with 150 accounting
transactions per hour on DB2.
objects, somebody else will provide you
with 50 patient billing objects, and some: You decide you're going to be
body else will provide you with 50 matericlient /server, but you're going to be non- als management objects on the back end.
proprietary, open. You're going to do
All will be based on industry standard
native database development ...
rules that we software companies deliver,
so applications can integrate into one.
And be object oriented. Those are the
If you ask your controllers what their ultichoices wemade although they were not mate system would be, it would still bea
necessarily theobvious choices at the time. system that is custom written to their needs.
Most other vendors discounted component But thepain that goes with that, which
object technology. Some of the industry
meansthey must maintaintheir owncusanalysts told us we should write Flexi tools, tom-writtensystem, stopsthem, andthey
but we went against the grain.
compromisesometimesbybuyingapackaged softwaresystem. Then they haveto
: Could you describe components?
modify their business practice, or avendor
has to adapt part of its application. But if
Sure. A component can bean accounts
controllers could buy, from a variety of

Q: Could you explain the difference

Q

Q

Q
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vendors, industry- supportedcomponents
that werealmost custom written, then they
would havethebest of both worlds. They
wouldhaveindustry- supportedcomponents
that were put together for their particular
needs. The Internet will facilitate that
practice. It's thegluethat connects us
all together for the first time in a truly
connected world.

Q: Let's talk about the Internet.
Almost every company I'vetalked to has
the Internet as part of its strategic planning. They all know that's theway we're
going to do business in oneyear, two
years, three years. But there arestill many
open issues, such as control of security.
That's the first thing that will come to mind
for any controller. Who do you want to
have access to your corporate data? The
other concerns are more along the lines of
how do I get my organization set up and
adapted to dealing with the Internet?
I think we all recognize that Corporate
America isn't going to turn the entire business over to the Internet tomorrow. But it if
they can engagea vendor towhom the
Internet is an integral part of its business
commitment, they will bea step ahead. I
think we are the first company that will
bring out components to be distributed
over the Internet. What that means is if
you have a location in, say, South America, and it's ready to begin operations, I
can download to you over the Internet the
appropriate components or objects you
need torun your business there.
Here's another example. Today an
accounts payable clerk has tohave aPentium computer that contains thefull general
ledger and all the other expenses that go
with it. If all he or she really does is data
entry all day long, I should be able to
deliver just the data entry component
object to that desktop. Debates are raging
over whether thenetwork computer or the
net PC is better. I'll let Bill Gates and Larry
Ellison from Oracle fight that out. To us it
doesn't matter. If a software company
wants to take advantage of the Internet,
with distribution of component objects over
it, it needs to be object oriented. Why
haveSAP, PeopleSoft, and others
announced plans to rewrite their applications in object technology? Not because
they think they're going to lose all their
business to Flexi —they areworried that
they can't participate to the best advantage in the Internet.
The Internet and intranets are the center

of a new technology paradigm shift under
way. This paradigm shift will changethe
computing platform just likemainframe,
Flexilnternational Software, Inc., a competitor in the high -end client/server
mid - range, PC, and client /server changed
financial management softwaremarket, was founded in 1991 by Chairman and
the computing platform. TheInternet will
CEO
Stefan BatheandExecutiveVP ofSoftwareEngineering James Schenck, former
be a major part of business. And it's going
seni
o
r
executives at Computer Associates and Geac Computer Corp. President and
to changethe way welive. Will we have
COO Jennifer Cheng joined the two as the other founder. She had been running
offices anymore? Are we going to go to
virtual offices from home? Flexi already
her own investment company.
FlexiFinancials4 the core suite of applications, is designed to meet the sophisti
has many programmers working from
cated financial management requirements of distributed enterprises worldwide. It
home over the Internet. Thirty -fiveprogramconsists of the general ledger module, payables, receivables, fixed assets, purchasmers in India code for us as part of my
ing, inventory, and order entry. The companion product, Flex ilnfoSuite"', provides a
development team. That's only possible
selection of best -of -class report development, report distribution, and workflow tools
through theInternet and other communicafrom Flexi partners for use in high - volume batch reporting tointeractive, onlineanationmechanisms.
lytical processing toworkflow design and implementation.
You also see a lot of "hoteling" now.
In 1996, Flexi's total corporate revenue was $17.4 million, up from $9 million in
That's where firms like the Big 6 don't give
1995. Headquartered in Shelton, Conn., the privately held company has seven
each of their consultants an office anyregional sales offices in the United States and Canada and three international
more. An employeecalls up his or her
offices in Hong Kong, the U.K., and South Africa.
office and says, "I'm going to be there
With its applications constructed using component object- oriented technology,
Thursday and Friday." Thosedays heor
Flexi is one of the first companies to be able to download various components of its
shechecks in and is assigned acubicle
software for customers over theInternet. Depending on their needs, customers can
with a data link and a voice link for mesdownload various modules to set up the financials for their business, or they can
sages. Then on Mondaysomeoneelse
perform individual functions such as checking on the payment status of an invoice.
shows up and takes over thecubicle. The
At the same time, an employee can complete a purchase requisition via the Net.
point is, we're going to displace people,
Flexi
can be reached at www.flexi.com.
we're going to have to bring people into
the office world in a different way.
We're in the middle of another informainternational consolidations into your contion revolution. The first information revolu- what my accounts payableand purchasing Internet query pages look like. Another solidating ledger at the home office faster.
tion occurred with Gutenberg and his
That's from a financial point of view. From
printing press. Thesecond information rev- aside: at Federal Express, instead of 350
a budget analysis point of view, rather
telephone operators answering questions
olution camein themid -19th Century,
than controllers flying in from all over the
about tracking packages, you get a numwhen thesteam engineand thetelegraph
world for onebudget meeting, they could
ber, go to their home page, put in your
wereinvented. Until then wewere transmeet
viamultimedia and the Internet.
package
number,
and
find
it
yourself,
porting ourselves and our information the
somewaytheRomansdid—byboat,
How is all this going to affect the
What should controllers be looking
horseback, or on foot. The telegraph confor in this new paradigm?
financial software industry?
nected people for the first time. Residents
out West could find out what was going
There will be a rearrangement of the playControllers are at the heart of where the
on in New York almost instantly. Now
Internet will havethemost impact, which is ers and theleadership positions based on
we'reeven more connected. Now we're
this latest paradigm shift. The leaders
in the information exchange area. They
into the third information revolution —the
today may not be the leaders of tomorrow.
still
are
very
much
the
owners
of
the
corInternet. All borders are gone.
poration's data. All business information is Therewill be ashake -out as the walls start
How will this revolution affect the
managed from the controller's group. And collapsing intoslightly smaller groups.
You're going to hove thelow end, and
controllers have to understand that they
accounting and finance area?
you're going to have the higher end. The
are part of this central information formumiddle will fall either more to the high end
Look at accounts payable. Sixty percent of la. Because processing is faster now than
in the old days, controllers can get to their or more to the lower end.
an accounts payabledepartment's timeis
We seemuch activity happening in the
information faster.
spent answering thevendor's question:
Where does the Internet comein? It just higher end, especially as people acquire
"Whereis my check ?" Thereis noreason
speeds up theprocess that's already going bigger businesses and consolidations are
that communicationhastobehuman to
on. It's another way to make it faster. Over larger. Platinum Software, for example,
human. It can be doneover theInternet
the Internet you can get some of the data
tried to scale up but ultimately decided to
with abrowser and aPIN number that I
in
faster,
and
you
can
give
others
access
go
down. Companies in the middle are
giveyou soyou canaccess my accounts
going to compete with Great Plains,
payablesystem —theFlexi payablesystem. to the information on a speedier basis
Solomon, State of the Art, or they are
instead of having to distribute reports or
You'll put in your PIN number, and you'll
going to compete on the high end with
set upsomething ine-mail. You can give
see the payment status of your invoice.
companies like SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle,
people with the right password access to
Youcanvisit myWebsitetoday—
Flexi. From everything we've been able to
it. You can have people bring data from
www.flexi.com —and seeexamplesof

About Flexi International
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demonstrate, we see ourselves falling into
that area.
I think you'll see fewer enterprise solution vendors. Industry pundits say enterprise solutions are beginning to be
replaced with best -of -breed solutions.
Why? The standards are getting better
and more open, so it is just as easy for
one vendor to integrate its financial applications with another's as it is its own.
Also, the technology that underlies the systems will receive much of the focus in the
future. Bells and whistles won't attract customers as much. People are going to look
underneath at what makes systems tick.
That's where the big differences are.

Q: What are some of the key features
our readers should look for?

They should look at the functionality of a
system. How will thesystem help them do
their jobs better? They need to look at a
vendor's commitment tothe Internet and
other new technologies. If a vendor isn't
dealing with the Net today, it won't be
ready for the next two, three, or four
years. Your readers also need to look at
what makes the applications do the right
job. That issue relates to database technology which relates to the architecture of a
system. Flexi is one of the top two enterprise vendors that Microsoft lists, for example. SAP is one; Flexi is the other. Like it or
not, Microsoft's going to determine the
way everyone does business from a technology side for the next five or six years.
IBM dictated the 1980s, and it seems as
though Microsoft has a hold on the '90s.

Q: What gives Flexi competitive advan-

tage? Is it the Internet application? Is it the
open system? Any number of vendors can
deal with the Internet issue.

changes, you have to look at an application as a living, breathing thing. It isn't static. You won't run it for seven years as in
the old days. It will grow with you as your
business grows. And it has been proven
that object technology allows you to
change applications faster than a traditional proprietary written system. Speed is
becoming everything thesedays.

Q: Where do you see Flexi in, say,
three years, five years?

We believe we will be one of the two or
three accounting software vendors with a
true enterprise solution. The Internet paradigm shift will lead us there. We eventually
want to be a public company, and we
want to grow. Either we will expand into
other vertical areas within the financial
industry —add more banking capability or
more insurance capabilities to our system—or we'll look at branching into traditional areas such as HR, payroll, and others. But we're not making that decision
today.

Q: What about the year 2000?
It was amazing to me how long that issue
hadn't been in the forefront of people's
minds, especially as the ramifications are
so critical. There are two ways to handle
the Year 2000 issue. One, you repair your
old systems. But you'll havetospend much
money fixing them, and then under the
GAAP rules youmust expensetheamount
you spend in the year you fix it. And you'll
still have the old software; now you're just
2000 compliant. The alternative is to
spendthesamemoneyand buysomenew
software that brings you all the new capabilities and all the sex and sizzle that go
with it. And you can amortize it and
expense it over a five -year period. That is
a big driving force for companies to
change their system if they haven't yet
made the move. I don't think anybody
really wants to spend money on a legacy
mainframe accounting software system
and make it Year 2000 compliant if he or
she can buy a client /server object type of
solution today and run with it.

To date they can't. They can deal with the
query part of the Internet but not the object
distribution. Thecomponent parts, the
object distribution — that's whereour
advantage lies.
The Internet sets us apart, but even if the
Internet had never come along, we still
havefundamental technology differences
that result in the native databaseimplementations and openness and scalability
: Let's return to our readers. With all
of thesystem. Wecan run on astandalone the new tools and technologies that are
PCorconnected toamainframe. Wecan
available and so much faster capability,
run on three or four different hardware
how do you see the role of the controller
platforms. We can run four different datachanging?
baseplatforms natively. Flexi has such
adaptability advantages. As your business Controllers will become information man-

Q

Q
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agers rather than data managers. As
everyoneknows, thegreen eyeshade days
are over. Controllers are an integral part
of the management team and should be.
They prepare the data and turn data into
information. Your readers — management
accountants and financial managers —no
longer perform pure accounting -type functions such as cataloging. They need to be
focused on and be part of the business.
Just as CFOs have been accepted as part
of the management team and part of the
strategic planning of an organization, so
are controllers. They can no longer do the
head in the sand routine and say, "Well,
you know, I don't deal with all that. That's
a CIO's job, or that's a CFO's job." They
are part of the entire business operation. If
they don't take that approach, they're
going to be the dinosaurs, and we'll see
them fall behind.
I studied accounting because I wanted
to become a controller or CFO, but when I
saw accountants were too much in the
background of corporations, I decided I
wanted to be where the data get developed so I switched tosales and marketing.
Today I see a totally different world out
there. I see financially trained people who
are part of the business operations, part of
the strategic area.
The controllers who have that focus are
the ones whowill do well. The ones who
don't see that as their role probably are
not going to survive. It goes back to what I
said earlier. There's been a technology
revolution. And if your controllers don't
pay attention to it, they may find themselves with a very short -term job. But controllers are more technologically savvy
now.
Today I probably would pursue my original career goal of becoming a controller
or CFO. I found my first job as an accountant doing intercompany reconciliations
fascinating. If you did your work right, you
saw everything that was going on within
the company because at the end it all had
to come together.
Controllers, management accountants,
and financial managers can use their
unique skills and knowledge to help make
their companies profitable. I have been
able to use that part of my background to
help make Flexi successful. What industry
analyst Ed Black of Aberdeen Group said
about Flexi can be applied to the modern
financial area of a corporation: It's where
financial acumen and advanced technology converge. •

Software Review

Hotlinkina a
Spreadsheet
to the
General Ledger
BY DAVID J. BAUCH, CMA
need for more sophisticated financial
reporting has led many accountants to
turn to spreadsheets to augment their
company's accounting database. In my experience with a variety of sophisticated accounting
programs, I have found that linking accounting
data to the spreadsheet, unfortunately, can be
difficult if not impossible. There is a program,
however, that creates an easy link between
the general ledger data and the spreadsheet —
F9 from Synex Systems Corporation. The program can be used with Lotus, Excel, or Quattro Pro: it is just a matter of loading the
appropriate add -ins at installation.
I used F9 on a project for an organization
that had more than 50 cost centers and a large
number of funding sources. We needed financial statements that reflected activity at the
organizational level (entity level) for each cost
center and by funding source. The accounts in
the SBT Accounting software had been configured into three sets of five numbers (0000000000- 00000) to provide data by accounting
code (assets, liabilities, and so on), by cost
center, and by funding source. I used F9 and
Excel for Windows 95 with the SBT software.
F9 has two methods for report generation.
The first, and easiest to use, is the Report
Wizard. Without referring to the manual, and
by following the pull -down menu instructions, I
created an entity -level balance sheet in Excel.
To produce a new balance sheet for a specific
cost center or fund group, I would need to
start at the beginning of the Report Wizard
and load in new account information.
The second method, although far more
complex, allowed me to create income statement and balance sheet templates. From
these templates I created financial reports on
any cost center or fund group I chose without

reentering account information. A control panel
on the spreadsheet provides spaces for keying
in the information required for a specific financial report: company, cost centers, fund
groups, reporting periods, and report type
(actual or budget).
Creating an entitywide report involved keying a " into the center and fund spaces on the
control panel. This action consolidated all cost
center and fund group data. Once 1 keyed this
information into the control panel, I generated
the report by striking the F9 key (the source of
the pro gram's name). That action updated the
template to reflect the entitywide financial
information. To look at the performance of a
specific cost center, I just had to enter the
appropriate five -digit account code and refresh
with the F9 key.
To build the c ontrol panel, first you must
understand cell re ferencing and the ONESTEP
spreadshe et tutorial that c omes with F9. Only
then will you be able to build the complex formulas that allow the control panel to function.
You nee d to write the formulas only once,
however. After the formulas have been created, you can co py the m anywhere you want.
Perhaps the best feature of F9 is budget
write -back. W e needed budgets for all cost
centers. F9 copied the budget accounts for

FormoreinformationonF9,
contactSynexSystemsCorporatin
1188WestGeorgiaStreet,
Suite800, Vancouver, BC, V6E 02,
Canada.Telephone(800)663-866
ext. 314 or (604) 688 -8271.

each cost center into Excel. After the budget
balances for the specific cost centers were
entered, I copied the budgets back to the clipboard. F9 then copied the budgets front the
clipboard back into SBT. This allowed me to
work on the SBT budgets in Excel and to set
them up by cost centers. Once created, the
SBT budgets could be edited and updated
with F9. This was much faster than updating
the budgets in SBT, account by account.
As the reports grew in size. data recalculation slowed. So I used F9's DataPreload function to load all general ledger data into Windows memory prior to report creation. As a
result, data recalculation times were halved.
If a question arose over the composition of
specific accounts, the Drill Down command
allowed me to investigate. First, I opened the
Drill Down command window. Then I typed the
code for the account in question, for example,
supplies. Finally, I specified whether F9 should
drill down by cost center or fund. Striking the
drill button presented all supplies expenses by
cost center.
To eliminate accounts with zero balances
from the reports, I highlighted the report area,
opened the F9 pull -down menu, and selected
the Zero Suppress command. All zero balance
accounts then were hidden.
I found F9 to be a powerful tool for working
with accounting data in the Microsoft desktop
environment. By combining what a spreadsheet
can do with what a general ledger knows, the
accountant can create superior reports. This
brief overview of F9. however, only touches on
the key features. Accountants will need to
study the manual and accompanying tutorial
carefully to use F9's power fully. ■
David J. Bauch, CMA. is past president of IMA's

Mt. Rainier Chapter, through which this article was
submitted. He can be reached at (253) 845 -2161,
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CHECKMATEHUMANT
IY?
The lead in the New York Timesfront
page story was dramatic: "In brisk and
brutal fashion, the IBM computer
Deep Blue unseated humanity...." That
was Monday, May 12, of this year. Two
weeks later, the defeated Garry Kasparov published a letter in Time magazine. The banner headline declared,
"IBM Owes Mankind a Rematch."
Mankind had been defeated at one
of its most complicated games. Kasparov's frustration at losing brought to
mind his warning back in 1989 when
he beat a younger Deep Blue: "I don't
know how we can exist knowing that
there exists something mentally
stronger than us." Now it had happened —and where did that leave us?
Not as losers, certainly. Not if you total all the results. The beneficiaries of
Deep Blue's research and development
are widespread including businesses
such as Charles Schwab, Eastman Kodak, ShopKo, Lloyds of London; companies doing environmental modeling
(Pacific Northwest Laboratories); even
the Department of Energy, which is
seeking a computer- generated model of
the radioactive decay in our nuclear
weapon systems rather than risk human data gatherers. And these are just
a few of the winners.
Deep Blue is not a short -term project created by IBM for the sole purpose
of capturing pawns and public attention. It is an evolving experiment in
computerized problem solving.

Thegamebegins. How did it start, and
why was a game chosen to be an IQ
test for our computers? To answer
these questions, we need a closer look
64
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at the game of chess and IBM's
RS16000 SP.
Fewer than 10 years ago, credible
experts claimed that a computer could
never be programmed to defeat a current world chess champion. One reason
for this assumption is that chess can
be very complicated. For example,
there are only 32 pieces on a board
that has 64 squares. The field looks
small until you calculate the total
number of possible moves in a game.
That number is 25 x 10115—a substantial figure when you consider there are
only an estimated 1079 electrons in the
universe.
Game theory, a serious branch of
math and computer research, defines
chess as a "finite, chance-free, two -person, zero -sum game with perfect information."(Oxford Companion to Chess)
"Perfect information" implies that it is
theoretically possible to look ahead far

enough to see the end of the game that
results from whatever opening moves
are chosen. Vast, incredibly rapid, computational power would be needed to
reach this horizon to see all the possibilities that branch off as moves are
chosen, but it's theoretically possible.
The same kind of branching, searching
ability, by the way, would benefit a mutual fund manager looking for distant
possible effects of present choices.
Chess is by its nature mathematical, and this characteristic makes it
an appropriate test for computers. The
different pieces have different values
(for example a pawn =l, the queen =9).
You can program a computer to recognize that the same piece can shift in
value (number) depending on its position on the board or the stage of the
game. From the opening array, searches for the next move can be done in
standard branching form —if I do this,
then my opponent can do this, or
this —with weighting algorithms to encourage reasonable possible courses
and pruning to end useless branches.
If this sounds like normal query processing, that's because it is.
Another mathematical reason for
selecting chess is the rating system.
Players are given ratings based on performance in tournament play. These
numbers are an objective measure of a
player's ability —sort of a chess IQ.
Computers also are rated using the
same numbers, and many programs
have broken the ceiling into grandmaster levels of play. Garry Kasparov, incidentally, holds the highest rating ever
calculated for a human player.

Deep Blue's mind.Unlike Mr. Kasparov, Deep Blue runs on 220 volts and
is oblivious to the attention paid it in
7Yme and the New York Times.It is actually two IBM RS /6000 SP computers.
The SP (scalable, parallel) end of the
RS/6000 line has big machines. Standing 6' 7 ", the SP can have as many as
512 nodes, each node capable of managing up to eight processors. The
4,000+ processors are configured for
massive parallel processing where
functions are managed simultaneously
rather than set up in a series. Deep
Blue is made of 32 unit processors and
actually is on the lower end of the size
range. Nonetheless, its data - handling
ability is impressive. While Kasparov
was looking ahead three or four moves,

Deep Blue was searching an amazing
200 million chess moves per second.
The other 2,600 SP systems in place
around the world are at work doing
data warehousing and mining, general
transaction processing, server consolidation, and online analytical processing. What has been learned about
avoiding redundancy in parallel processing and increasing bandwidth in
the Deep Blue project not only wins
games but also improves processing in
these machines.
Like most other professional chess
players, Deep Blue has memorized
whole books of openings, middle
games, and endgames, but there are no
human players who can do its terascale analysis of this material. All of
which suggests an obvious question:
How can any human beat a computer
with this capacity? The short answer is
that there are several kinds of intelligence required by the game. Memory
and looking ahead are important but
so are imagination, intuition, and the
ability to visualize a problem and its
solution. Computers do not have these
faculties. The gap may be closing, however. Game two, won by Deep Blue in
the recent match, looked very much
like a human game played by a very
adept grandmaster. Perhaps the next
level of RS16000 research will involve
the, so far, exclusively human capacity
for analytical visualization.

Who really wontSo the reasons for selecting chess as a test are varied. More
important, though, is what has been
learned from the test.
C.J. Tan, the manager of the Deep
Blue project, points out that "chess is a
very small part of [a larger picture]."
"For us," he continues, "it's really to

understand how computers can solve
problems, and how we, as human beings, can use tools to solve complex
problems." Parallel processing is a key
part of the research, and Tan believes
that it will revolutionize computing,
eventually working its way onto the
majority of desktop PCs. What is being
learned today that is improving parallel processing on the SP might one day
be ubiquitous in computing.
Eric Rosencrans, manager of marketing operations for the RS/6000 division, has pointed out that "Deep Blue
is one project inside of IBM's research
division. [And] all of the project divisions, service divisions, [and] the rest
of IBM work with the research division
in a number of different ways." He explains how the storage division worked
with the Deep Blue team on improved
and expanded storage while also looking at algorithms for accessing the data in storage. The software group then
got involved in the development of the
algorithms and so on —all producing
the kind of refinements that enabled
RS/6000 SPs to handle the traffic on
IBM's chess Web site (as many as 22
million hits per day), the Charles
Schwab site, Kodak's inventories in its
many warehouses, and the chess
grandmaster.
When Charles Schwab & Co. decided
to make its services available on the
world's largest network, it was taking

a chance. Perhaps few would notice, or
worse, would not trust the security
measures on the Internet, or perhaps
the company would be overwhelmed.
As the first major financial services
firm to offer its services on the Web,
Schwab's choice of technology was critical. To offer stock and mutual funds
trading, real -time quotes, and access to
personal account information was not
a small experiment.
Schwab made its choice (the
RS /6000 SP) and soon was overwhelmed, adding nodes to the system
within a matter of months. James
Chong, vice- president of transaction
processing technology, says, "As it
turns out, Internet trading is the lowest -cost medium over which we do
business." (An obvious reason for the
company's growth in this area.)
Charles Schwab has taken advantage of the SP's clustering ability (it
has changed from a centralized to a
distributed computing model) and the
SP's ability to grow (the company now
has more than 40 SP nodes up and
running), and it has used the power of
massive parallel processing to manage
its growing client list ( "more than
80,000 new general accounts earlier
this year "). As one of the beneficiaries
of Deep Blue research, Chong might
have a different take on who lost the
chess match.
One final word on terascale process-

Dog -gone assets
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G e t up a nd r un ni ng w i t h
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CHANGE
In the Human Resources /Payroll Product
Reviews section of the June issue, Lawson
Software's listing should have read:

LAWS ON IN SI GH T
HUMAN RESOURCES
LAWSON INSIGHT Human Resources is
designed to make employees more productive with time- saving features that automate
repetitive tasks and provide employees easy
desktop access to human resources information. LAWSON INSIGHT provides the
following features for today's demanding
business environment: Training Administration, Benefits Automation, Self- Service, Employee Groups, HR Explorer, Graphical
Process Menus. and Process Agents, which
enable users to set up personal and work group workflow to automate job tasks and
manage employee events. LAWSON
INSIGHT includes Payroll, Personnel,
Benefits, Time Accrual, Time and Attendance. Tips. and the Employee Information
Center and is integrated with Lawson's
financial, procurement, and supply chain
management suites.
Average price per system: $150,000; price
per module: $9,000- $35,000; pricing based
on concurrent users.

ing. If 200 million decisions per second
sounds quick, there is an RS /6000 SP
being developed for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that is
scheduled to be ready for operations
late next year It will compute at the
rate of one trillion calculations per second. Would you like to play the white
or the dark pieces? White goes first. ■

PRODUCTSMARKET
The Hedman Company is offering InstaCheck, a software package for payroll
and payables processing. Insta -Check
will format and laser print a wide variety of MICR coded checks and financial documents on blank stock, eliminating the cost and security problems
of inventorying preprinted check stock
and similar forms. The program offers
multiple levels of password security,
and it enables users to print complete
checks, stubs and remittance, and
MICR encoding. Insta -Check runs with
most popular accounting software
packages. Circle No. 50
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Systems Union has released the newest
version of its client/server financial
and business software program,
SunSystems Version 4.2. The international, multicurrency, multilingual program has been enhanced to offer users
more detailed analysis, increased flexibility, and higher levels of security. Additional criteria have been added in
the Account Allocation and Account Inquiry modules to speed searches. Increased user - definable codes and format definition have been added to the
Fixed Asset and Sales Order Processing modules. Version 4.2 allows users
to check spending against budget at
the account code level, up to two
analysis codes. Security has been enhanced with definable minimum password length and periods of validity,
and login violations are recorded.
Circle No. 51

OutputTechnology has announced a
new warranty program for its impact
printers —a warranty covering its dot
matrix printheads for the life of the
printer. The entire range of 560DL,

FrNEDMAN
INSTA-CNECKT"
SOFTWARE
LASERPRINTCHECKS
FROMANYACCOUNT
ONBLANKSTOCK,
ASNEEDED,
ATBIGSAVINGS!
✓ ✓Laser✓print✓customized✓checks✓from
multiple✓accounts✓in✓one✓step✓—✓forms,✓logos,
signatures, bank data and MICR coding.
✓ ✓Greater✓security✓—no✓pre✓-✓printed
checks to be lost or stolen
✓ ✓Dramatically✓cut✓check✓processing✓time.
✓ ✓Use✓PCs✓or✓networks✓/seamless✓with
most popular accounting software.
Call 1-800.624 -6716 today fordetails.
The H E D M A N , Com pany
OVER80YEARSLEADERSHIP
INCHECKPROTECTIONPRODUCTS
Circle No. 20

Visual AccountMate

850XL, 850XLE, and 4100 series printers are covered. The warranty is in
force for any of these printers purchased and registered after October
1996. The plan originally was a limited
trial run but has been extended to the
entire line. The printheads use a
TriMatrix@ technology so that each
one is built to last up to 300 million
characters. Circle No. 52
Visual AccountMate's 3.1b Manufacturer's Inventory allows users to amend
the work order components after work
orders are created. Quantities and
units of measurement can be changed,
and users can add or remove component items and switch the Bill of Materials order. Each job can be processed
with multiple start dates (for example,
you can start processing three units on
one date and five more units of the
same job starting on a different date).
Each work order can process an unlimited number of items. Written in Visual
FoxProT°', it is designed for small to
midsize businesses using Windows 95
or NT Circle No. 53
ACCPACINTERNATIONAL,a division of
Computer Associates International,
Inc., has released the new version of its
Simply Accounting® 5.0 program. Version 5.0 is a full 32 -bit application that
includes 17 new features. The program
includes purchase orders, recurring entry ability, drill-down from reports, a
setup wizard, date - sensitive "to do"
lists, automatic calculation of terms
and discounts, negative inventory and
turnover tracking, automatic journal
entry adjustment, automatic calculation of sales tax on sales and purchases, and the ability to store current and
last year's fiscal information. Graphing
functionality and backup restoration
are included. Simply Accounting runs
on Windows 95, NT, or Windows 3.1
with Win32. Circle No, 54
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IN FINANCIAL MANAGEM ENT
■ When an enterprise should account for any impairment loss
identified by this assessment and
how this loss should be measured.
Comments on E55 are due at the
IASC by August 15, 1997.

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
FINANCIALREPORTINGISSUES
t& indicated last month, IMNs
Financial Reporting Committee (FRC)
met in early June in Norwalk,
Conn., to spend a portion of the
time in joint session with the Financial Accounting Standards Board
members and senior staff. During
the balance of the meeting, FRC addressed a number of current, open
issues. Since the meeting, several
comment letters have been submitted. They deal with:
■ Management's discussion and
analysis —FRC wrote to the
AICPA's Auditing Standards Board
with regard to its proposed auditing standard. FRC said it does
not object to the contents of the
proposal, assuming any engagements to examine or review the
MD &A are voluntary. "We do not
believe that these services should
be required because it is not at
all clear that users' needs would
justify the additional costs to preparers. Further, we believe the
current requirements for audit or
involvement with MD &A pursuant
to SAS 8 are adequate to appropriately protect investors."
■ Accounting for certain employee
stock purchase plans with a look back- option—FRC offered support
for issuance of the FASB proposed
Technical Bulletin. "The Technical
Bulletin adequately explains the
different types of ESPPs with
look- back - options and appropriately follows the fundamental compo-

nents approach used in Illustration 9 in SFAS 123." Nevertheless,
FRC suggested three modifications
that it believes would help clarify
certain points.
■ Basic financial statement —and
management's discussion and
analysis —for public colleges and
universities —In line with IMA's
1990 comments about The Financial Reporting Entity, FRC reiterated its view that accounting and
reporting methods for colleges
and universities should be consistent; comparability of financial
reporting for public and private
colleges and universities is essential. FRC recommends that core
financial statements be limited to
only statements for entitywide reporting and that comparative reporting be required in those
statements.
Copies of FRC comment letters
are available free by request to Nora
Altavilla, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645; fax: (201) 5730639.

IASCISSUESNEWPROPOSALS

T he International Accounting Standards Committee recently published
two Exposure Drafts of proposed
standards. E55, "Impairment of Assets," includes proposals that would
specify how an enterprise should test
its nonfinancial assets for impairment, that is:
■ How an enterprise should assess
whether it will recover the book
value of its assets by using them
or selling them; and

IASC also released E56, "Leases,"
which has a comment deadline date
of July 31. It would replace IAS 17,
"Accounting for Leases."
Copies of the IASC Exposure
Drafts may be obtained directly from
IASC, 167 Fleet Street, London
EC4A 2ES, United Kingdom; fax
(011) 44- 171 - 353 -0562. Price: £10
each (U.S. $16).

ACCRUALACCOUNTING
COUNTRYBYCOUNTRY

T he greater need for accountability
in governmental accounting has
caused governments around the world
to consider using different methods of
accounting. To assist governments in
this regard, the Public Sector Committee of the International Federation
of Accountants has released an Occasional Paper titled Perspectives on Accrual Accounting. The paper presents
the viewpoints of politicians, academics, administrators, and accountants
from the United Kingdom, New
Zealand, Canada, Spain, Sweden,
Australia, and the United States.
To obtain a copy of this paper, call
the IFAC Publications Dept. at
(212) 302 -5952.

NEWAICPASOP
The AICPA issued Statement of Position 97 -1, "Accounting by Participating Mortgage Loan Borrowers," which
is effective for fiscal years beginning
after June 30, 1997. The SOP provides guidance on accounting by the
borrower for participation mortgage
loans if the lender participates in increases in the market value of the
mortgaged real estate project, the results of operations of the mortgaged
real estate project, or both. For a
copy of the SOP, call (800) 862 -4272
and request product code 014886. ■
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A Classified Section

Rapidly expanding company needs a CPA
with a minimum of five years experience
to oversee th e day -to -day financial
reporting o f th eir Southern California
area. Can d id ate will be resp on sib le fo r
providing qu ality fin an cial an alysis for
all business segments including accounting, ad m inistratio n an d operation s.
Salary to $65,000 and excellent benefits.

General contractor seeks a professional with commercial construction cost
accoun ting experience. Tim berline software experience is preferred. This position is responsible for the supervision of
the day -to -day financial and operational
accoun ting and oversees approximately
$30 -$50M in construction. Compensation
package includes a salary to $65,000.

This distinguish ed un iversity seeks an
MBA/CPA with a stro ng financial/operations background in a man agemen t
capacity. Responsibilities include management reports, b ud gets, acco un t variance analysis and consolidations. In addition, th is p ositio n is very visib le to th e
executive committee and will be actively
involved in mergers and acquisitions and
expansion. Excellent compensation package includes a salary to $80,000.

Challenging position is now available at
the regional division of this international
manu facturing company. Candidate will
man age the general ledger function
along with all internal and external
reporting functions. Company has recently appointed new managem ent with a
vision for the future. The candidate will
possess at least two years public or private industry experience, preferably with
a distribution emphasis. Desire to grow
into a more responsible position and
man agem ent attitude required. CPA or
CMA a definite plus. Salary to $40,000
with excellent benefits.

High -growth opportunity exists at this
national manufacturing/distribution firm.
Newly created position consists of monthly and quarterly analysis, business planning and cost- center b udget revam ping.
Ideal candidate has three plus years experience and an MBA. Prior spreadsheet
experience to the macro level required in
this team - oriented work environm ent.
Salary is $40,000 with excellent benefits.
Multibillion dollar financial services company seeks a CMA to jo in their management training rotation. The successful candidate will be part of the corporate finance
staff an d will b e utilized as an in tern al
management and financial systems consultant. This opportunity offers expansive
interaction with all business units and
senior management and will allow for
increased systems understanding. Systems
conversion experience a plus! Upon completion of the rotation al program, candidate can post for all financial and accounting opportunities within th e company.
Benefit package includes salary to $60,000.

Start -up company seeks a hands -on professional with distribution, wholesale
and/or retail experience. You will develop
op erational controls and procedures,
oversee the day - to-day accounting functions, be involved with investor relations
an d create a strategic business plan for
the company. CMA is preferred. Salary to
$85,000 and excellent benefits.

International consumer products company seeks a professional with over three
years of corporate accounting experience
with a system im plem entation background. Duties include implementation
o f a new "SAP" accounting system for
th e reporting, project accounting and
expenditure cycles. Responsibilities also
include performance of functional/ process
an alysis and general accounting duties.
Salary to $65,000 and good benefits.

Media buying division of a worldwide advertising conglomerate seeks
an Assistant Controller. This position requires five plus years experience with supervisory skills
in a multientity accounting environm ent. Responsibilities include
financial statem ent preparation,
managem ent reporting including
financial analysis, cash management, and treasury duties. Excellent
benefits and salary to $50,000.

Publicly traded inform ation services
company seeks an accounting
professional for a rapidly expanding division. Six plus years of
public/private accounting experience is required. Responsibilities
will include month- and year -end
financial statem ent preparation,
financial analysis, budgeting, and
other special projects. Salary to
$65,000 and excellent benefits.

This $250M publicly traded apparel
manufacturer seeks an accounting
professional to join their team. This
position requires at least five years
of manufacturing accounting experience. Responsibilities include financial statement preparation, handling
all audit activities, tax issues,
financial analysis, and financial
forecasting. This professional should
possess strong computer skills. CMA
is a plus. Compensation package
includes salary to $65,000.
Pending IPO and explosive growth
have created the need for a CMA.
Strong GAAP from a hands -on perspective and financial statem ent
preparation and analysis experience
are a must. Leadership potential
is highly preferred as this position
has managem ent potential. The ideal candidate will be detail- oriented
and have manufacturing experience.
Salary to $42,000 with sem iannual
salary reviews and outstanding
benefits.

A Classified Section

Fast - growing publicly traded company within the service in du stry need s
an analytical in dividual. Id eal experience would include exposure to financial statem en t preparation , month
end close, general ledger maintenance
and account reconciliation. Position
offers long -term growth potential and
the opportunity to get involved in special projects, analysis work, budgeting
and forecasting, and the financial systems arena. Excellent position for
som eone who is a go- getter! Tu ition
reimbursem ent available also . Benefit
package includes a salary to $40,000.

Fast - growing consumer finance company seeks a CMA. Th e ideal can didate will have `Big 6" public accounting and finance in du stry exp erience.
This position requ ires p rior SEC and
supervisory background. In dividu al
will m anage a large staff an d wo rk
closely with sen ior man agem en t.
Super opportunities to more advanced
financial resp onsibilities exist! Salary
dependent upon experience.

Due to phenomenal growth and an
internal promo tion , this internatio nal
corp oration needs your techn ical
skill, dynam ic perso nality an d team
coaching ability to lead their region al accounting staff. Roll up your
sleeves and sharp en your technical
skills while yo u gro w in to a man agement role. Ou tstan d ing career path ,
exceptional ben efits an d a salary to
$50,000.

Large n atio n al b ank is looking for an
accounting professional to join their
finan ce team . Responsibilities include
cost accounting, cost allocation, regulatory rep ortin g, monthly reporting, P/L
prep aratio n an d analysis, and special
projects. CPA and derivatives experience would be a plus. Salary to $45,000
and great benefits.
Ho me furn ishing m anufacturing com pany seeks an accounting professional
with th ree plus years of quality
accoun ting ex perience. Individual will
perform general accounting duties
including finan cial reporting, general
acco unting, tax analysis and other
special projects. This professional will
also have con trollership responsibility
for all accou n ting of a new division.
Public/Private accounting background
highly p referred . Salary to $48,000 and
great benefits.

Due to growth, this publicly traded
manufacturing company has developed
a new position. This individual will
have responsibilities in both EDP audit
an d n etwo rk ad m inistration and planning. Ideal candidate will have over two
years of EDP experience in public
accou ntin g or internal audit. Salary to
$60,000 and excellent benefits.

$800M glo bal supplier of comm unication s systems, equipment and services
seeks an Internal Auditor. This individual will b e in volved in all aspects of
financial and operational auditing.
Travel up to 50% is required —half
domestic, half international. Ideal candidate will have a minimum of one year
of audit experience in industry or public
accounting. Great ground floor opportunity. Salary to $50,000 and benefits.

Consulting firm is seeking an experienced professional to supervise its
accounting departm ent. Strong real
estate development experience is
required to oversee cost and budgets for
their various development projects.
The individual in this highly visible
position should have excellent analytical
and interpersonal skills. CMA is a plus.
Salary to $80,000 and good benefits.
Growth has created this dynam ic
position. The company is looking for
an individual with at le as t five years
hospital - environment experience. This
individual will supervise a staff of
approxim ately nine and handle all areas
of financial accounting. Great benefits
and salary to $65,000.

Major financial services organization
has an opportunity in their corporate
accounting group for a Controller. The
qualified individual should possess more
than six years of experience and will be
overseeing all accounting functions, cash
management and the financial reporting
group. This person will be responsible for
the preparation of monthly reports and
coordination of work with outside auditors. CMA is a definite plus. Good benefits and salary to $75,000.
National training corporation seeks a
Site Controller for their Midwest facility.
The ideal candidate will have a degree
and over five years experience with a
background in cash flow analysis. This
individual will have a stable work history, and a CMA is preferred. Competitive
salary and benefits.
National engineering/construction firm
seeks a Controller to propel a subsidiary
division to 300% growth over the next
two years. Fast -paced environm ent
dem ands a take- charge attitude and the
ability to hit the ground running. Previous controllership experience in a construction or project environm ent is a
must. Salary to $50,000 with outstanding
growth opportunity.

r
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A Divisor of Swia 6enk CQrpQrofion

We are SK Warburg, known in the 6noncial arena for our continuing
unparalleled success. Now is the lime for you to join our Operations Group.
Current ; the position is based in our New York offices. Then, in late 1997,
vve will be moving to our new US headquorlers in Stanford, CT.

L �
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Cost/ Performance Analyst
As port of our North American Operations team, you will have the opportunity
to work closely on all aspects of MIS Rgx)r ing and Control. Responsihilifies
will include developing a process for bendhmarking cost and per6monoe
indicators, developing strall and W -forrrxtrxe metrics and performing
budget and unit oast analyses. The opportunity will exist b creahe cost structures
for crew business ventures, eduaak management and odd significant value by
providing key decision making arxtlysis to senior managernent.

Iftw

L

The ideal cartdidale will possess strong organization and communication skills,
be s4mohv+ated arxl have a vision taword strategic processes and analysis.
Also, requires the ability to identiy key issues, analyze trends rand ex0el in a

� II

fast -paced work errvironment.
A boch4ors degree (MBA pr

e) and CPA/CMA, as well as 3 -7 years of

In t e r n a l A u d i t o r to review effectivene ss of controls , fina nc ia l re cords, ope ra tions. Will vis it inte r na ti ona l facilities
prima rily in Ce ntra l a nd South Ame ric a ,
Spa in a nd Portuga l a nd e xa mine re c ords
of departments/businesses to insure
prope r re cording of transa ctions and complia nc e with a pplica ble c ompany polic ie s
a nd will pre p a re re ports of f indi ngs ,
ma ke re c omme nda tions f or c omp lia nc e ,
a nd pe rform ot he r a ud it dut ie s a s
a s s igne d. Two pos itions ava ila ble .
$29,004/yr. 40 hrs Jwk. Ba che lor's in Ac c ounting plus two yrs . e xpe rie nc e a s Inte rna l A ud i to r or a s A ud it or . Also re qui re s 60% travel and demonstrated

ability to audit non -U.S. business entities
including evaluation of foreign currency
fluctuations and compliance with foreign
law and regulations. Must be fluent in
written and spoken Spanish.

r6ated work experience, are required. Shorty experience in oast aocovnting in
the financial services, insurance or manufacturing industries is preferred.

Se nd rds umd to:
Ne bra ska J ob Se rvic e

We offer eAslarcdhng benefits and QQn{aensotfen podroges. For oorsfder0Iion,
please forward your resume to: SBC Warburg, Professional Reauitnent -1M3,
PO Box 395, Church Street Sla ion, New York, NY 10008. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

L

550 South 16th Street
P.O. Box 94600
Lincoln, NE 68509
Refer to Job Order No.: NE 0188917

Rates: 54.00 per word - 15
word minimum. Advertising

copy over 50 words is
charged at display advertising
rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers
count as one word each. All
classified advertising must be
prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for
copy is 21 days preceding
month of publication. Copy:
All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double spaced form. No telephone
orders accepted. Copy may

be faxed to Alice Schulman at
12011 573.0639. Acceptance:
Publisher reserves the right
to accept or reject advert l s a me n t s

for

MANAGEMENT

Cost Accoun tant, Senio r level for computer consulting firm.
Determine project costs, develop operating budgets, perform cost
analyses. Require M.A. /Accounting + one year experience including work with computer applications. Mail resume to:

Advertiser

Attn: CFO -BMD ■ 125 Pacifica, Suite 220 ■ Irvine, CA 92618
Please mention Job Code: CFO /CA

Armstrong Laing, Inc.
(FM Program
CMAProgram
DecisionSupportTechnology Inc.

AfterAllOfThese

YearsOfEarnin
YourW' ssti,Don
YouThhait's
TimeYouLearned
ToFly?

Think ofus as your flight instructor.Wecanhelpyoursolo
careertake wing. Weve been in
thebusiness of helpingaccoun•
tants start theirown business for
30yearssoit'snotsurprisingwere
Americas of acc oun ting franchise.

ACcOUNTINO

We'll give you the taxexpertise,
the systems and the support you

ACCOUNTING"`',

need to get, and keep, newclients.
CallLtsat1800.3237292.We
havewhatittakestohelp your
careerraketiff.
R & E r r

Classified. Payments: Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order.
Mall Copy to MANAGEMENT
At t n :

Alice

Schulman, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
Tel. 1- 800- 638 -4427, Ext, 280.
Display
Classified: Onetwelfth page (1 13116" x 4 ") is
available at S822.

BUSINESS SERVICES
160HAWTHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606

F- O- R- T -U -N -E of Columbia
has won the National Top
Office Production Award for
15 cons e cutive ye a rs . We
Spe c i a l iz e i n Ma nu fa c tu ri ng
A c c o u nt i n g oppo rtu nit ie s
na tionwide . C urre nt opportu-

nities include:
• CFO
• VP Finance
• Controller
• Cost Manager
• Financial Analyst
• Tax and Audit

- o- r- t- u -n -e°

P e sv wv l Cau.4awu efCsiwr6f e,� h� ,

PO Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia , SC 29224
Phone (803) 788 -8877
Fax(803)788 -1509
Web Site: http: / /www.
conterra .c om/fortune
All F ees Paid

ABCTechnologiesInc.

Accountantson(all
AdaylumSoftware

DeltekSystems
DesignDataSystems
FlexiImernalionalSoftwareInc.
HedmanCompany
The Hunter Group, Inc.
IMA—�Mcleod�Information�(enter
Lambers
Lead Software, Inc.

MalibuPublishing(o.
MaxwellBusinessSystems
MICAAccountingSystems
MicroMash
Padgett BusinessServices

PendockMollornLtd.
RobertHalfInternationalInc.
RobertHalfMarketplace
Sapling

SASInstitute,Inc.
SB(Warburg
ScalaNorthAmericaInc.
SoftEx
SR(Software
SynexSystemsCorp.
SystemsUnion
TotalTravelManagement
WalkerInteractiveSystems
World(ongressofAccountants
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SoftEx in Accounting &Finance
September 9 & 10, 1997
Georgia Int'1 Convention Center, Atlanta

�

Attend FREE DEMOS
and get the facts you need.

Plan your time and bring your
team, or walk right in.

Why spend months selecting the right accounting &

Use our FREE Event Planner to pinpoint the software

finance software? Only SoftEx features FREE ongoing

solutions that fit your business strategy. Then bring your team

demo s b y more th an 60 l ead ing vendo rs. Each 45-

to SoftEx and attend as many free demos as you like.

minute demo is presented in a dedicated room away

Or, walk right in and check out all the latest products at

from the exhibit floor. So you can compare and evaluate

your own pace. See it all on our exhibit floor, then attend demos

all�the�best�software�in�a�focused�environment�—and

to find out more. At SoftEx, even if you only have an hour, you

get all the facts you need in just one visit!

can learn a lot! Choose either day, the scheduled the same.

All SoftEx at t e n d e e s recei ve a FREE B u yers ' Gu i d e o n arr i va l . M o re t h an 1 7 5 p a g e s o f ve n d o r
fe at u r es , s el ec t i o n s t ra t e gi es , p r o f i l es a n d t e c h n i c a l s p ec i f i c at i o n s o n a l l t h e l a t e s t Ac c o u n t i n g &
F i n a n ce s o ft wa r e . A $ 5 5 va l u e !

Free R e g i s t r a t i o n & E ve n t P l a n n e r

Registration is FREEI

Ph ot o co py & Fa x t o

Call 1 e888e8eS0FTEX

1.888.5.SOFTEX
by

Au gu st

26,

or visit our website at
http: / /www.softinfo.com

1997

Name

R e g is t e r b y A ug us t 2 6 , 1 9 9 7 t o
Re c e ive your FR E E Eve nt P la nne r !

Title

Company

Product features, exhibitor profiles plus
a scheduling matrix to help you choose
the demos YOU want to attend!

Address

•

City

Ex..

State, Zip
Phone (

in Ac c ounting & Financ e

)

When you're ready to get serious about software selection.

Ext.

Fax

—

Inside U,S. 1. 888. 8.S O FTE X • Outside U.S. 41 5. 84 2 . 7 37 3
Toll -Free Fax 1.888.5.SOFTEX • Fax on Demand 1.888.2.SOFTEX
E m a il r e g i s t e r @ s o f t e x u s a . c o m
World Wide Web h i t p : / / w w w . s o f t i n f o . c o m
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ontinuing

Education
Linda Mitchusson, Editor

THEFINANCIALMANAGEMENTWORKSHOP
decid ed th at I need ed a refresher
course in finance so I attended the
IMA Financial Management Workshop
this sprin g. This co urse is an excellent
way for you to enhance your financial
management skills. It is a su rvey of
traditional fin ance topics as well as an
introduction to cu rrent developments
in finan cial man agem ent.
Many accountants focus on management accou nting and internal o perations, so they may not choose finance
courses to meet their continuing education requiremen ts. The p arado x is that
as your acco unting career progresses
your understanding of accounting concepts and theory positions you for finance-related assign men ts. If you build
finance knowledge, you will be ready
for these opportunities.

Finance forgotten. The last finance
course I took was in 1976 while earning an MBA. To say that I had forgotten all but th e basics is an u nd erstatement. I know some ratios and can
convert foreign exchange. I read The
Wall Street Journal every day. Beyond
that, my job assignments n ever required applying more than the b asics.
The passage of m ore than 20 years also
meant th at finance theory had
changed.
The fact that I am the contro ller of a
rapidly growing software company, the
likelihood of facing a major external financing effort within the next year is
high. Du e diligence req uiremen ts will
be rigorous and unforgiving. I did not
want to hit the ground run nin g with
cobwebs in my finance knowledge.
72
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Time is another problem, as working
parents will attest. I did not want to
make th e schedule com mitment to attend a finance course at a local college.
The two -day Financial Management
Workshop appealed to me because of
these considerations,
The doss. In May, I attended the Financial Management class in Dallas
taught by Steven P. Rich, Ph.D., associate professor of finance at Baylor University. Like the other instructors who
teach this course, he has extensive finance teaching experience at the graduate level. Practical examples and cases are interspersed with theory, which
helps the students apply the concepts.
Unlike my graduate courses, tedious
formulas did not dominate the class.
Those that were presented were in the
context of case examples, and most
were applied immediately through inclass exercises.
Dr. Rich supplemented the course
workbook with extra handouts, which
also will prove to be valuable future
references. He is a very knowledgeable
and en ergetic instructor and possesses
the gift o f presenting complex material
clearly. The class was fast- paced, which
suited the members, many with 15 to
20 years of accounting experience.
Their ex perience also sparked interesting class discussions.
What we studied. The course began
with a basic review of the role of the finan cial m anager, including external financial reporting and ratio analysis. In
the capital budgeting section, we re-

viewed capital budgeting analysis tools
such as net present value and internal
rate of return. The coat -of -money section focused on the Capital Asset Pricing Model, a process that allows investors to choose an estimated rate of
return given an acceptable risk factor.
The international finance topics that
were addressed included foreign exchange rates, currency hedging, and interest and currency swaps. Because the
global economy exposes more companies to international finance issues,
this section provided a valuable
overview.
The capital structure and cost -ofmoney section analyzed the issues that
contribute to a firm 's capital structure
decisions. Factors including cost of equity and cost of debt were examined
through an in -class case.
Economic valve added. The class also

moved beyond the basics and introduced current finance topics. Recently,
finance has emphasized the importance of cashflows. The subject of EVA
or Economic Value Added was presented. EVA measures financial performance based on cashflows rather than
accruals and reflects only ongoing operations. A major benefit of this approach is that management has a better measure of asset efficiency. The
class calculated the EVA of a Fortune
100 company using its 10K report and
compared the results to standard accounting profit. As a management
accountant, I left the class with a valuable, relevant performance measurement tool.
The class brought me into finance of
the '90s and gave me the confidence to
tackle my company's financial challenges. My future continuing education
plans will include more finance. If you
are shopping for one of IMA's continuing education courses, consider this
course. Taking it might even get you to
think about sitting for the CFM exam!
— Kristine Mayer Brands, CMA

Kristine Mayer Brands, CMA, is controller,
Berkeley Software Design, Inc. She is a member of the IMA Committee on Academic Relations. She can be reached by phone at (719)
593.9445; fax, (719) 598 -4238; or e-mail:
brandsk@bsdi.com.
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You'll need flexibility to cross
that bridge to the 21st century_
There's a lot of talk about that bridge — and it works just fine as a metaphoric roadway
to the future. But those of us who deal with massive volumes of financial information
know that the real journey will take us far from the straight and narrow. • Technological
crossovers — paradigm shifts — always twist and turn the status quo. Interoffice becomes
international; there's no mother tongue or common currency; no time of day except
real time. • The evolving software industry holds your business in a state of suspension,
uncertain of when or where or whether the next paradigm shock will throw you off course.
Unless you're very flexible, and well connected. s We are. From the beginning, Flexi financ
software was built on an open, object- oriented architecture, enabling you to swiftly adapt
to unforeseen changes. It's a strategy that's paved the way toward our total alignment
today with Microsoft's worldwide vision and technology. Microsoft will call the major
turns down the road — and we're ready to embrace them. • We're not talking here about
metaphors, but real software components that interact, and adapt to new terrain. • Best you
ney

get connected. Get FlexiFinancials to help you cross that bridge safely.
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